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Abstract 

Models are described to determine the behavior of the electromagnetic field in the 
space-time domain of a standard coaxial cable and a coaxial cable with a helical shield
ing. The metal boundaries are assumed to be perfectly conducting, and the insulation 
of the cables is assumed to be a homogeneous lossless dielectric. The helical shield
ing is perfectly conducting parallel to the conducting wires and completely penetrable 
perpendicular to them. 

Maxwell's equations are first used to determine the general source-free solutions for 
piecewise homogeneous circularly cylindrical configurations. Then the characteristic 
equations are derived for the coaxial cable. Since they are too complex to solve analyt
ically, the equations are solved numerically. Subsequently, the electromagnetic field is 
transformed back to the space-frequency domain, avoiding the poles on the integration 
contour. The final step, is the transformation back to the time domain, for which 
an FFT is used. Numerical results are shown for the modes that correspond to the 
<,D-components of the field. 

Next, the characteristic equation for the cable with the helical shielding is determined. 
To be able to keep the characteristic equation real valued, the analysis has been broken 
up in two parts, depending on the radial wave number. This leads to two realizations 
of the same characteristic equation, which are both solved numerically since they are 
even more complex than those found for the coaxial cable. Quasi TEM modes are 
found, together with the hybrid modes. Then, sources are added to the configuration 
and the field is determined. Subsequently, for low frequencies where only the quasi 
TEM modes propagate, the propagating modes are transformed back to the space
time domain. The evaluation of the radiated field is left for future research. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This report has been written within the framework of my graduation project and con
tinues a project that was carried out earlier. In this report we will be looking at the 
transient excitation of several different kinds of cables. The first two have isotropic 
boundary conditions, and are defined by an infinitely long wire and a standard coaxial 
cable with a solid shielding. The third cable has anisotropic boundary conditions and 
is defined by a coaxial cable with a helical shielding. For each of these cables, the 
behavior of the complete electromagnetic field has to be determined in the space-time 
domain, which includes the radiated field as well as the modes. This will have to be 
done for the case where we have a source inside the cable. 

One of the the eventual goals of this research project is to be able to locate partial 
discharges and sparks inside a cable with a helical shielding. This must be done by 
first measuring one or more field components outside the cable and then determining 
the location and the nature of the source. The cables with the helical shielding are 
high-voltage cables where the inner conductor is used for the transportation of power 
and the shielding is used as a grounded shield. Another technical application could be 
the determination of the life time of a cable. 

As mentioned above, the report is part of an ongoing research project. This report is 
a continuation of a report by B.J.A.M. van Leersum [1] where the modes of the cable 
with a helical shielding have been investigated. Unfortunately, a small mistake with 
a "-" sign has been made which changed the characteristic denominator. This means 
that the dispersion characteristics had to be recalculated; the results are presented in 
Chapter 6 of the present report. Some parts of the Chapters 3 and 4 of this report have 
been adapted from the report by B.J .A.M. van Leersum. The conducting properties 
of the helical shielding itself, without inner conductor and insulation, have also been 
discussed by R.E. Collin [4]. The same model for the helical shielding will be used in 
the present report. 

In Chapter 2 a model for the cables will be formulated as well as the source. In 
Chapter 3 the general source-free solutions for piecewise homogeneous circularly cylin
drical configurations will be determined. In Chapter 4 all possible boundary conditions 
that may occur in one of configurations are determined. In the next three chapters, 
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the space-time domain results are determined for cables with increasing difficulty. In 
Chapter 5 we only look at the cables with isotropic boundary conditions and design 
a model which we can later use to determine the space-time domain results for the 
cable with a helical shielding. In Chapter 6 the modes are determined for the cable 
with a helical shielding and in Chapter 7 we discuss the excitation problem for that 
configuration. 



Chapter 2 

Formulation of the problem 

In this chapter, we describe the model that is used throughout this report. First we 
describe the cable with all its properties. Subsequently, the partial discharges that 
excite the cable are discussed. 

2.1 Cable 

In figure 2.1 the geometry of the cable is shown. It exists of a core, the inner conduc
tor, surrounded by a layer of insulation, a dielectric material, and an outer conductor, 
which can be either a solid casing or a helical sheet. The cable is presumed to be 
infinitely long, so that reflections need not be accounted for. For the material outside 
the cable we will choose air. 

Figure 2.1: Cross section of the cable. 

The inner conductor is solid, has a radius a, and has ideal conduction, which means 
that the conductivity (J is infinitely large. Around the inner conductor we find a ho
mogenous lossless dielectric medium with permittivity Cdiel and permeability fldiel = flo· 
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The shielding, with a radius b, surrounds the dielectric medium. When the shielding is 
not solid, it is formed by a number of wires that are wound around the cable, each of 
them in a helical form. These wires will be approximated by infinitely thin wires that 
are placed against each other. This allows us to approximate the helix by a homoge
nous shielding with anisotropic properties. We assume ideal conduction parallel to the 
wires, (]' / / = 00, and no conduction at all perpendicular to the wires, (]' 1. O. The 
wires make an angle ex with the cross section of the cable. This is shown in figure 2.2, 
where in figure 2.2b the unfolded casing is drawn with the unit vectors of a circularly 
cylindrical coordinate system and a local system (up, u//' U..L). The unit vector u// 
runs parallel to the wires, while U..L points in the direction perpendicular to the wires. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: (a) Part of the cable showing the helix, (b) unfolded casing with the diag
onal lines representing the wires. 

The domain surrounding the cable, where the radial coordinate p is larger than b, is 
filled with air. The parameters will be taken the same as in vacuum, i.e., a permittivity 
Cair = co, and a permeability fJair fJo· 

The electromagnetic field outside the source area will be determined from Maxwell's 
equations, given in chapter 3, which are valid for every electromagnetic wave propagat
ing through the cable. Further, the electromagnetic field has to satisfy the boundary 
conditions which are formulated in chapter 4. 

2.2 Partial discharge 

In practice, the source is formed by a partial discharge inside the insulation. If the 
insulating material were perfect, the partial discharge could not take place. However, 
imperfections, like air bubbles and dirt, can cause a local accumulation of charge, which 
in turn causes a locally highly intensified electromagnetic field (figure 2.3a). When the 
field becomes large enough, there will be a partial discharge (figure 2.3b). 

In our investigation, we will simplify the discharge to a circularly symmetric electric or 
magnetic current in the plane z = O. This simplification is justified if we assume that 
the frequency spectrum of the discharge is such that only the (quasi)-TEM mode is 
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insulation 

shielding 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: Cross section of the cable with: (a) accumulation of charge, (b) partial 
discharge. 

excited, and has the advantage that the field becomes independent of 1>. In principle, 
the treatment given here can be generalized to more realistic current distributions. 
However, this could not be done within the available time. 

Now we have a closer look at the current in a partial discharge. Generally the temporal 
behavior of this current is described by 

T(t) = 10 [e- t/ T1 
- e-t/T2

] U(t), 

where U(t) is a step function which is defined as 

U(t) ~ { ~.5 if t < 0 
if t = 0 
if t> O. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

In figure 2.4 this function is shown for 71 10-7 sand 72 1O-8s. The spectrum of 

t 
I(t) 

1e-7 ---C2"'~-';;_ 7'---'-- ~7 
t

in sec 

Figure 2.4: Temporal behavior of a partial discharge. 

this current can easily be found: 
00 

I(w) = J T(t)e-jwtdt 
o (2.3) 
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In the spectrum shown in figure 2.5 we have used the same values for 71 and 72 as in 
figure 2.4. If 7d72 > 5 then the 50% value of lew) lies approximately at w = 1/71' 
This means that the bandwidth of the spectrum is highly dependent on 71. 

-le6 

t 
Il(w) 

le6 
W-;looo 

in l/s 

Figure 2.5: Spectrum of a partial discharge. 

2.3 Excitation 

In this section, we define the simplified version of the source that we are going to use. 
The actual source has components in all directions. In this report we will only have 
a look at cases where a current has a single component, is rotationally symmetric and 

Figure 2.6: Cross section of the cable with a circular source with a current (a) J p or 
Kp , and (b) J </> or K</>. 

lies in the z-plane. Not knowing which current we will use yet, we define our currents 
as broad as possible. 

3o(p,z,w) = (JpUp,J</>u</>,O), 
lCo(p, z, w) (Kpup, K</>u</>, 0), 

(2.4) 
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where 

.:lAp, z, t) = T
2

(t) [U(p - Pa) - U(p - Pb)]8(z), 
1fP 

.:l <p(p, z, t) = T(t)8(p Po)8(z), 

Kp(p, z, t) = K2 (t) [U(p Pa) U(p - Pb)]b(z), 
1fP 

K<p(p, z, t) K(t)8(p - po)6(z). 

11 

(2.5) 

In this equation T(t) is as defined in the previous subsection and K(t) behaves in a 
similar way. .:l pep, z, t) and Kp(p, z, t) are proportional with 1/ p because the total 
current remains the same but the current density changes. The spectrum of Eq. (2.5) 
is easy to determine. Formally carrying out the temporal Fourier transformation yields 

lew) 
Jp(p, z,w) = -2 -[U(p - Pa) - U(p - Pb)]b(z), 

1fP 

Jcp(p, z, w) l(w)b(p - Po)8(z), 

J(p(p, z, w) = J(2(w) [U(p - Pa) - U(p - Pb)]b(z), 
1fP 

J(cp(p, z,w) = J((w)8(p - Po)8(z). 

With Eqs.(2.4)-(2.6), the sources as we will use them have been defined. 

(2.6) 



Chapter 3 

Source-free field in circularly 
cylindrical configurations 

In this chapter, we will derive the general solutions of Maxwell's equations for piecewise 
homogeneous circularly cylindrical configurations. We restrict ourselves to homoge
neous regions that do not contain a source of any kind. A spatial Fourier transforma
tion will be employed. Subsequently, we decompose the field into a transverse and an 
axial part to facilitate our computations. Transverse field components are expressed 
in terms of the axial field components, for which two scalar differential equations are 
found. These equations are solved by separation of variables. This leads to the general 
solutions for the electromagnetic field in circularly cylindrical configurations. 

3.1 The basic equations 

The electromagnetic wave motion is governed by Maxwell's equations. In the time 
domain and in absence of sources, these equations are given by: 

\7 x e + J.Lat1i = 0, 

\7 x 1i - cate = 0, 
(3.1) 

where e is the electric field with [e] =Vm-\ and where 1i is the magnetic field with 
[1i] =Am-1. We will first employ a temporal Fourier transformation. Suppose that 
F(x, y, z, t) is a time-domain quantity. Then we can write: 

00 

F(x,y,z,w) = J F(x,y,z,t)e- jwt dt, 
-00 

1 00 . 

F(x, y, z, t) = -2 J F(x, y, z,w)eJwt dw, 
7r_00 

where w is the radial frequency with [w] 
transformation we have: 

at --+ jw. 

(3.2) 

. As a consequence of this Fourier 

(3.3) 
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This transformation translates Maxwell's equations into 

V x E + jWfLH = 0, 

V x H - jwcE = 0, 
(3.4) 

with [E] =Vsm-l, and [H] =Asm-1 . To exploit the translation invariance of the 
source-free configuration with respect to the z-coordinate, we employ a one-dimensional 
spatial Fourier transformation in that direction. For F(x, y, z, w) being a frequency
domain quantity, the corresponding spectral quantity is defined as: 

00 

F(x,y,kz,w) = J F(x,y,z,w)ejkzzdz, 
-00 

1 Joo ~ 'k F(x,y,z,w) = - F(x,y,kz,w)e-J zZdkz, 
27T' -00 

(3.5) 

where kz is the axial wave number with [kz] =m-1 . As a consequence of this Fourier 
transformation we have: 

(3.6) 

Accordingly, we decompose the electromagnetic field quantities into their transverse 
and axial components: 

E(x, y, kz, w) = Et(x, y, kz, w) + Ez(x, y, kz, w)uz, 

H(x, y, kz, w) = Ht(x, y, kz, w) + Hz(x, y, kz, w)uz, 

V = V t - jkzuz. 

(3.7) 

with [E] =Vs, and [H] =As. When we substitute Eq. (3.7) in Maxwell's equations we 
obtain: 

V t x (Et + Ezuz) - jkzuz x E t + jWfL(Ht + Hzu z) = 0, 

V t x (Ht + Hzu z) - jkzuz x H t - jwc(Et + Ezuz) = 0. 
(3.8) 

These equations can be broken up into their axial parts and their transverse parts. 
The axial parts are multiplied with 'U z , which yields 

(V t x E t) . Uz = -jwfLHz, 

(Vt x H t) . Uz = jwcEz. 

The transverse parts of Eq. (3.8) are multiplied with U z x. This results in: 

VtEz + jkzEt = -jwfL(Uz x H t), 

VtHz + jkzHt = jwc( Uz x E t). 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

When we eliminate Et from the second equation with the aid of the first one, we obtain 
an expression for H t in terms of E z and Hz. The same can be done by eliminating 
H t from the first equation. Thus we arrive at the following equations: 

(3.11) 
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By substituting Eq. (3.11) in Eq. 
axial field components. 

2 A 2 2 A 

vtEz + (w Ej.L - kz)Ez = 0, 

VFHz (w 2cp, k;)Hz = o. 

15 

(3.9) we find the following scalar equations for the 

(3.12) 

It is convenient to define the scalar potentials We(x, y) and Wh(X, y) according to 

Ez(x, y, kz,w) (w 2cp,- k;)we(x, V), 

Hz(x, y, kz, w) (w 2cp,- k;)Wh(X, V). 

Eqs. (3.11) then reduces to 

Et(x, y, kz, w) = -jkz VtWe + jwp,(uz X VtWh), 

Ht(x,y,kz,w) = -jkzVtWh - jw£(uz x VtWe), 

where the wave functions We and W h satisfy the same differential equations as 
Hz: 

[VF (w 2cp,- k;)] We = 0, 

[v; (w 2£p, k;)] Wh = O. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

and 

(3.15) 

To exploit the circular symmetry of the configuration, we introduce a cylindrical coor
dinate system. At the same time, we define the angular Fourier transformation: 

(3.16) 

where m is the angular wave number with [m] = 1. As a consequence of this Fourier 
transformation we have: 

8¢ -+ -jm. 

For the transverse field components we then obtain: 

~ ( ~ wp,m ~ 
Ep p,m,kz,w) -jkz8pWe --Wh' 

p 
~ ~ wcm-

Hp(p, m, kz,w) = -jkz8pWh + --We, 
p 

(3.17) 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

The total electromagnetic field has now been expressed in terms of {(, e en {(, h. Hence, 
upon solving Eq. (3.15) the general solution for the electromagnetic field will be found. 
First however, we introduce the radial wave number. 
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3.2 Radial wave number 

Before introducing the radial wave number, we define 

k with ko = wy'eof-Lo = w , 
Co 

(3.19) 

where ko is the wave number with [kol =m-l, and Co is the speed of light in vacuum 
with [col =ms-1

. Now we introduce the complex radial wave number rp, which satisfies 

(3.20) 

where rp is the complex radial wave number with [rp] =m-1
. If k2 is larger than k; 

then rp becomes imaginary. For the moment we will try to keep everything real-valued. 
That is why we introduce 

(3.21) 

where kp is the radial wave number with kp =m-1. In the chapters 4 and 6 we keep 
the radial wave number real-valued. This means that we use rp if k; ~ k2 and kp if 
k2 ~ k;. In chapter 5 and 7, where an excitation is added to the configuration, we use 
only r p which may then assume imaginary values as welL 

3.3 Solving the differential equation 

Since the differential equation is the same for W-e and (j', h, we only write W-. Let us 
express Eq. (3.15) in cylindrical coordinates and use Eq. (3.17). This leads to 

m 2 2-2 ) 
p2 + W eJ.l - kz W = o. (3.22) 

The term W
2ef-L - k; can now be replaced by either r; or k;. Let us first assume that 

k2 2 k;. This means that we must substitute k~ in Eq. (3.22) 

(3.23) 

The solution of this differential equation can be expressed in terms of ordinary Bessel 
functions 

(3.24) 

where Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind of order m, and Ym is a Bessel function 
of the second kind of order m. The constants A and B will be determined when the 
boundary conditions are applied. 

If we substitute rp in Eq. (3.22) we find 

(3.25) 
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The solution of this differential equation can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel 
functions: 

(3.26) 

where 1m is a modified Bessel function of the first kind of order m, and Km is a 
modified Bessel function of the second kind of order m. The constants C and D will 
be determined when the boundary conditions are applied. 

3.4 The electromagnetic field 

Now that the solutions for {if e and {if h have been found, they can be substituted in 
Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18). When k2 ~ k;, this leads to 

Ez(p,m,z,w) - k~{ife(P), 

Ep(p,m,z,w) -jkzkp{if~(p) wp,m{ifh(p), 
p (3.27a) 

H</>(p, m, z, w) -jwckp{if~(p) kzm{if ( ) 
h P , 

p 

HAp, m, z, w) 2-
k/Jrh(p) , 

Hp(p, m, z, w) - j kzkp {if~ (p) + wcm {if e(P), 
p (3.27b) 

E</>(p, m, z, w) - jwp,kp{if~(p) kzm{if ( ) 
e P , 

p 

where {if~(p) = 8kpp{ife(P) and {if~(p) = 8kpp {ifh(p). When we look carefully at the equa
tions above, we notice that we obtain two uncoupled sets of equations when m = O. 

The general solutions of Maxwell's equations in circular coordinates for a circularly 
cylindrical configuration have now been determined. To determine the unknown con
stants in these solutions, we must impose the boundary conditions, which will be 
formulated in the next chapter. 



Chapter 4 

Boundary conditions 

In this chapter, we formulate the boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field, as 
has been determined in Eq. (3.27). \Ve will first repeat the configuration that was given 
in chapter 2. Based upon this description, the interfaces and different regions will be 
defined. After that, the boundary conditions will be formulated per boundary. Even 
though we have expressed the transverse components in terms of the axial components 
in the previous chapter, we will also formulate the the boundary conditions for the the 
transverse components. These are needed in Chapters 5 and 7. 

4.1 Definitions 

In figure 4.1 the configuration has been repeated as presented in chapter 2. In this 
configuration there are four boundaries of which three can clearly be seen in the figure 
below. The first boundary, P a, is the interface between the inner conductor and 

Figure 4.1: Cross section of the cable. 

the insulation. The second boundary, at p = Po is formed by the source. The third 
boundary at p = b, can be either the interface between the insulation and the solid 
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Boundary conditions at outer conductor for the axial field components: 

(3a) E z ;lb(p, 1/>, z, w) = 0, p = b, VI/>, z, w 

(3b) OpHz ;lb(p,I/>,Z,W) =0, p=b, VI/>,z,w 

Boundary conditions at outer conductor for the transverse field components: 

(3c) E¢;la(P, 1/>, Z,W) = 0, p = b, VI/>, z,w 

(3d) Op[pHq,;la(P, 1/>, z,w)] = 0, p = b, VI/>, z,w 

As with the boundary conditions at the inner conductor, it must be noted that we 
have two independent sets of boundary conditions because (3a) and (3d) are linked 
as well as (3b) and (3c). 

4.4.2 Conditions at the helical sheet 

In order to determine the boundary conditions at the helix, figure 4.2 will be used. 
·With this figure and the assumption that there is ideal conduction parallel to the helix, 
the boundary conditions can be determined. 
Looking at figure 4.2, we can deduct the following relations 

\ \ U.L 

\ \ \\\ 
\ \ \ \ 

Figure 4.2: Surface of the helix. 

U.L = -uq,sin(a:) + uzcos(a:), 

u/; = uq,cos(a:) + uzsin(a:), 

F.L = F· U.L = (Fpup + F",u", + Fzuz)· U.L = -F.psin(a:) + Fz cos(a:), 

FI; = F . u;; = (Fpup + Fq,u.p + Fzu z ) • u// = Fq, cos(a:) Fz sin(a:). 

The general boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field are 

Un X Elb Un X E2 = K s , 
Un X H Ib - Un X H 2 = -J s. 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

( 4.5) 
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where J s is the electric surface current with [J s J -Asm -1, and K s is the magnetic 
surface current with [K sl = Vsm- I . However, only an electric surface current is induced 
in the wires. This means that K so = O. To make the formulation of the general 
boundary conditions easier we write 

E//ul! + Epup, 
H//u// + Hpup. 

(4.6) 

First we will formulate the boundary conditions for the electric field and after that for 
the magnetic field. With the assumption of ideal conduction parallel to the helix and 
no conduction perpendicular to the helix, and by substituting Eq. (4.6) in Eq. (4.5), 
we can write 

El.;Ib E.1.;2, 

E/ /;1b E/ /;2 = O. 
(4.7) 

We will begin with the second equation. By applying Eq. (4.4b) we find 

E</;j1b cos( a) E z ;lb sine a) = E</;;2 cos( a) + E Z ;2 sine a) 0 

{ 
E</;;lb = tan( a )Ez ;lb, 

E¢;2 - tan(a)Ez;2. 

(4.8) 

The same can now be done with perpendicular component of Eq. (4.7). Thus we obtain 

Substituting Eq. (4.8) in the above equation results in 

{ 
E¢jlb Ecp;2' 

= E z ·2 • , 

(4.9) 

( 4.10) 

With the Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) we have formulated all the boundary conditions for the 
electric field at p = b. 

For the magnetic field we will go back to the general boundary conditions of Eq. (4.5). 
Just like for the electric field, we first substitute Eq. (4.6). Thus we find 

H//;lb = H//;2 

H.1.;lb - Hl.;2 = J//. 
(4.11) 

The perpendicular component of the magnetic field has a step discontinuity because of 
the current induced in the wires, while the parallel component is continuous. Therefore 
we only use the parallel component to formulate our boundary conditions for the 
magnetic field. Applying Eq. (4.4b) to the parallel component results in 

(4.12) 

With the Eqs. (4.8), (4.10), and (4.12), we have found all boundary conditions at p = b. 
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Boundary conditions at the helical sheet: 

(4a) E¢;lb(p,</1,z,w) = tan(a)Ez ;lb(p,</1,z,w), P b, V</1,z,w, a =/= 0°,90° 

(4b) Eq,:2(p,</1,z,w) = -tan(a)Ez ;2(P,</1,z,w), P = b, V</1,z,w, a =/= 0°,90° 

(4c) E¢;lb(p,</1,z,w)=E¢;2(P,</1,Z,w), p=b, V</1,z,w 

(4d) E z ;lb(P,</1,z,w) = E z ;2(P,</1,Z,w), p=b, V</1,z,w 

(4e) H"';lb(p,</1,Z,w) + tan(a)Hz;lb(p,</1,z,w) = 

Hq,;2(p,</1,z,w)+tan(a)Hz;2(P,</1,z,w), p=b, V</1,z,w, a =/=0°,90° 

When we look carefully at the first four boundary conditions, (4a)-( 4d), we notice that 
one of them can always be found by combining the remaining three. This means that 
one condition is superfluous. Therefore, we will only use three of the four boundary 
condition when applying them, but we could use the fourth for verification. 

4.5 Conditions at the source 

In order to find the boundary conditions at source, we first write down the general 
boundary conditions which apply at an active border 

Un X Elb - Un X E1a = Ks , 

Un X il1b - Un X ilIa -is. 

with [is] =As, and [Ks1 =Vs. \Vriting this out for J s 
(O,}(s¢,O) gives us 

E<t>;lb E<f;;la 0, 
- Ez;lb EZ;la = }(s</> 

H¢;lb - H¢;la 0, 

-HZ ;lb + HZ ;la Js¢, 

( 4.13) 

(0, JS<f;l 0) and Ks = 

( 4.14) 

with P = Po. We have four boundary conditions at the source where both axial and 
transverse components are involved. We want to reduce this to either axial or transverse 
components only just like we did for the boundary conditions at the inner conductor. 
Using Maxwell's equations we can indeed formulate four boundary conditions for the 
axial components and four boundary conditions for the transverse components. 

Starting with the axial components, we rewrite Eq. (3.18b) as 

1 - kzm - . -
k2 _ k; E¢ = -p-Ez + JWfJ,BpHz, 

1 - kzm -
k2 _ k; H¢ = - p - jwc:8pEz. 

(4.15) 
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Substituting this in Eq. C 4.14) yields 

kzm - - . -
p(EZ;lb - EZ;la) = JW/lCOpHz;lb OpHz;la), 

kzm - - --
p(HZ;lb - Hz;la) -jwe(OpEZ;lb - OpEz;la). 

( 4.16) 

Combining this with Eq. (4.14) gives us the boundary conditions we are looking for. 

Boundary conditions at the source for the axial field components: 

(5a) EZ ;lb - Ez;la = -Ks¢, P Po, 'if¢, z, w, 

P = Po, 'if¢, z,w, 

(5c) HZ;lb - H Z;la = +Js¢, P Po, 'if¢,z,w, 

P=Po, 'if¢,z,w. 

When we want to do the same for the transverse components, we must start with 
Maxwell's equations and rewrite them as 

(4.17) 

Substituting these equations in Eq. (4.14) yields 

(4.18) 

Combining this with Eq. (4.14) gives us the boundary conditions we are looking for. 

Boundary conditions at the source for the transverse field components: 

(5e) E"';lb - E¢;la = 0, P = Po, 'if¢, Z,w, 

(5g) H"';lb - Hq,;la = 0, P = Po, 'if¢, z, w, 

P=Po, 'if¢,z,w. 
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The boundary conditions for all boundaries have now been formulated. We will use 
the numbers (la)-(5h) in future references to the boundary conditions. In the next 
chapters we will apply the boundary conditions to the electromagnetic field. 



Chapter 5 

Configurations with isotropic 
boundary conditions 

In this chapter we consider the excitation of two configurations with isotropic bound
ary conditions. The first one is an infinitely long conducting wire in a homogeneous 
embedding. This configuration is representative of the excitation of a wire antenna [5]. 
The second one is the customary coaxial line, which may be considered as a model for 
a conventional cable. We treat four different sources simultaneously, so that we may 
determine the results for all of them at once. This is allowed since we are considering 
a linear problem. 

We gradually increase the complexity of the physical configuration in this chapter, 
which offers two advantages. First, we obtain expressions for several geometries of 
practical interest. Second, the mathematical complexity increases gradually as well. 
For example, the choice of the branch cut in the attenuation coefficient for propagation 
in the longitudinal case is made for the antenna problem, while the modes become of 
interest for the coaxial cable. As mentioned in the introduction, the theoretical for
mulation covers the complete electromagnetic field, i.e. the radiated field as well as 
the modes. The numerical computations have been restricted to the propagation of 
modes. 

5.1 Excitation of a wire antenna 

As mentioned above, we first consider the excitation of a single conducting wire of 
infinite length as shown in Figure 5.4. We derive the general expressions for four 
sources simultaneously. We again start from Maxwell's equations, which now contain 
source terms: 

\7 x E + jWfLH = -Ko, 

\7 x H - jwcE = J o. 
(5.1) 

From now on, we consider Eq, and Hq, as the fundamental unknowns. The remain
ing field components can be derived from the q)-components by rewriting Maxwell's 
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y 

Inner conductor 

Source 
x 

Figure 5.1: Cable with a source. 

equations. Further, if we use o¢>F = 0, we end up with 

-ozE¢> + jWJ1Hp = -Kp :::} Hp j~J1.(ozE¢> - Kp), 

ozEp - opEz + jWJ.lH¢> -K¢>, (5.2a) 

(~ + op)Etj> + jWJ1Hz 0, :::} Hz= op)E¢» 

-ozH¢> - jweEp Jp :::} Ep = j~~(ozHtj> Jp), 

ozHp - opHz - jwc:Etj> = J¢>, (5.2b) 

(~ + op)H¢> - jwc:Ez 0, :::} Ez = j~c (~ + op)H¢>. 

We substitute the expressions for Hp and Hz from Eq. (5.2a) in the second line of 
Eq. (5.2b). This yields 

[ 2 2 1 1 21 ( ) Oz + op + pOp p2 W eJ1 E¢>(p,z,w) = jWJ1J,p + ozKp. 5.3a 

When we substitute the definitions of Ep and Ez from Eq. (5.2b) in Eq. (5.2a) we find 

[
2 2 1 1 2 Oz + op + -op - 2" w eJ1]H4>(p, z,w) = jwc:K4> - ozJp. (5.3b) 

p p 

Just like in the beginning of Section 3.1, we exploit the translation invariance of the 
configuration with respect to the z-coordinate by employing a spatial Fourier transfor
mation, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). To facilitate the numerical implementation of the inverse 
Fourier transformations, we define 

{ kp y'w2c:J.lO - k2 = !:!3.- y'e - y2 !:!3.-k y2 < e z co p co r, p 
k-~ :::} z - Co 

'k - W V 2 - W y2 > e 'Yp -J p - - y - cp - -'Yn p 
Co co 

Z_l_[Fi 1 (5.4) 
0--- - J1oCo , 

Yo co c:oco 
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where vEe and with [v] = [krl = brl , [ZoJ =VA-1 = [2, and [Yo] =AV-1 = [2-1. 

The choice of the square roots in this equation is related to the radiation condition 
for P ---+ 00, which must be applied in this "open" configuration. This choice will be 
addressed in more detail in Section 5.1.3. Applying a spatial Fourier transformation 
to the expressions for the electric and magnetic current densities given in Eqs. (2.6) 
results in 

00 

jo(p, v, w) J Jo(p,z,w)eiwvz/codz 
-00 

ko 00 A • 

J o(p, z, w) 2 J J o(p, v, w)e-JWvz/codv, 
1[-00 
00 

K o(p, v, w) = J K o(p, z, w)eiwvz/codz, 
-00 

ko 00 A • 

Ko(p,z,w) = 2 J Ko(p,v,w)e-JWvz/codv, 
1[_00 

(5.5) 

with [jol =Asm-1 and [Ko] =Vsm-1. For the cP-components of the transformed 
sources we then obtain 

(5.6) 

K4>(p,z,w) K(w)8(p_ Po)o(z), 
Po 

=} Kq,(p, v,w) = K(w) o(p - Po) = i<sq,o(p - Po). 
Po 

(5.7) 

As might be noticed, the right hand sides of the equations are divided by a factor Po. 
This is done to simplify the upcoming equations and means that the dimension of the 
new I (w) is multiplied by a unit of length, "m". Similar expressions can be obtained 
for the p-components. Both results are encountered as sources in transformed version 
of Eq. (5.3) 

[ 2 1 (2 1)] ~ . ~ . A Op pOp- I'p+p2 Eq,(p,v,w)=)wjLJ4>-)kovKp, 

[o;+~op- (1';+ :2)] H,p(p,v,w) jWcKq, jkov}p. 
(5.8) 

From Eq. (5.8), it is observed that the effects of the 1>- and p-components of both 
sources are almost identical Therefore, we restrict the discussion to the cP-components 
specified in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7). However, the analysis can be generalized directly to 
the p-components. 

Now we have to solve the differential equations. There are two ways in which that 
can be done and both must eventually lead to the same results. The major difference 
between the two methods is the order in which the boundary conditions at the inner 
conductor and at the source are applied. These two boundary conditions are applied 
first because they are identical for all configurations. 
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5.1.1 Method 1: starting from the interior boundary 

In order to solve Eq. (5.8), first we determine the general form of the solutions. Suppose 
that F(p, v, w) is a spatial-frequency domain quantity with 

[ 
2 1 2 1 A 

8p+-8p i'p-2"]F(p,v,w) O. 
P P 

(5.9) 

From Eq. (3.25) and (3.26), we have 

F(p, v,w) = A II (rpp) + B K1('Ypp). (5.10) 

From Chapter 2 we know that area 1 is divided in two parts when a source is present. 
For each of these two areas, we can write down this solution, with as of yet arbitrary 
constants. Application of the boundary conditions then yields the values of the con
stants. Applying the boundary conditions at the inner conductor, (2c) and (2d) then 
gives us 

where 

Ull(p; a) = Il(rpP) Kl(rpa) K1("(pp) ft(rpa), 
UlO(p; a) = I1('Ypp) Ko(rpa) + Kl(rpP) IO('Ypa). 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

More general information about the solutions Umn(p; a) can be found in Section 2 
of Appendix A, in particular Eqs. (A.11) and (A.15). Now we apply the boundary 
conditions at the source, (5e)-(5h). We begin with the conditions for the electric field 

CeUn(pO; a) - AeIl(rpPo) - BeKl(rpPO) = 0, 
'Yp [CeUOl(po;a) - AJo(rpPo) + BeKo('YpPo)] -jWf.,LJs,p. 

(5.13) 

Next Be is eliminated from the second equation, by substituting the first equation. 

Ce[UOl(po; a)K1('Yppo) + Ul1 (po; a)Ko(rppo)] 
-Ae[Io(rpPo)Kl (rpPo) KoClpPo)ft (rpPo)] = -jwf.,LJS,pKl (rppo)/'Yp' (5.14) 

In this equation two Wronskrians [6] can be recognized. This simplifies the equation 
to 

Ae = jWf.,LPOJS,pK1(rppo) + CeKl(rpa). 

For E,p this results in 

{ 
C e U 11 (Pi a) a ~ P < Po, 
CeUU(Pi a) + jWJ..LpoJs",Un(PiPo) Po < P < b. 

The same procedure can be followed for Hrj>, which yields 

{ 
ChUlO(p;a) a:::; P < Po, 
Ch U lO (p;a) + jwcpoKs",Uu(p;po) Po < p < b. 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

The value of the constants Ce and Ck must be determined by the remaining boundary 
conditions. 
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5.1.2 Method 2: starting from the source 

The source terms in Eq. (5.8) all assume the form .£.8(p Po). Therefore we consider Po 
the standard equation 

[8~ + ~8p - (,; + :2) 1 G - :0 8(p Po), with a < P < b. (5.18) 

At the source we have the following two conditions which must be applied to this 
solution 

G = continuous at P = Po, 

lim8pG -lim8pG =-~ 
p!PO pTpo Po 

The most general solution of Eq. (5.18) that meets the first condition is 

A 11(TppdK1(,pp» + B Il(TpP) + C Kl(TpP)' 

where 

P< min{p, Po} and P> = max{p, Po}. 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Now we can apply the boundary conditions at the inner conductor, (3e) and (3d). 
We start with the ¢-component of the electric field 

-jW/-11(w) II (Tpa)Kl (Tppo) BJl(Tpa) + Ce Kl(Tpa) = 0 

C B II (,pa) +. I( )!r(Tpa)K1(Tppo) 
:::} e - e ( JWIl W 

1(1 ,pa) !(l(,pa) 

Substituting this result in Eq. (5.20) simplifies the expression for to 

BeUll (pja) - jWMI(w)Ul1 (p<ja)J(l(-Ypp» 
K1("/pa) 

We can do the same for the ¢-component of the magnetic field 

-jwc:K(w)Io(Tpa)Kl(TpPO) + Bhio(Tpa) - Ch Ko(Tpa) = 0 

:::} Ch Bh Io(Tpa) _ jwc:K(w/o(Tpa)K1(Tppo). 
Ko(,pa) Ko(Tpa) 

This is substituted in Eq. (5.20). That equation is then simplified to 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

The values of the constants Be and Bh must be determined by the remaining boundary 
conditions. 
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5.1.3 Radiation condition for p ~ 00 

Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26) are valid for any configuration containing a inner conductor 
and ¢-directed electric or magnetic sources. The coefficients Be and Bh must be de
termined by accounting for the part of the configuration in the region P > Po. The 
terms containing the functions U 11 (p; a) and U lO(P; a) are homogeneous solutions of 
the differential equations given in Eq. (5.8) that satisfy the relevant boundary condi
tions at P = a. Such solutions inherently contain incoming as well as outgoing wave 
constituents. Therefore, Be and Bh must equal zero because we only have outgoing 
waves. 

The terms containing the functions Ul1 (p<; a) and UlO(p<; a) are homogeneous solu
tions of the differential equations given in Eq. (5.8) that satisfy the relevant boundary 
conditions at p = a, but have no influence on the behavior of the waves for p > Po. 
The term Kl ('"Y pP» now determines the properties ofthe wave constituents for p > Po. 
Therefore, it is most convenient to organize the choice of '"Yp such that the particular 
solutions of these differential equations either propagate or decay with increasing p. 

This includes the terms proportional to I(w) and K(w) in Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26) as 
p -+ 00. 

To obtain these propagating or decaying solutions, we need to reconsider the Fourier 
transformations that are required to convert the spectral constituents to the space-time 
domain. These transformations are of the form 

F(p, z, t) 
1 00 

-Re J F(p, z, w)ejwtdw, 
1r 0 

w JOO A • I F(p, z, w) = -- F(p, v, w)e-JWVZ cOdv. 
21rco -00 

(5.27) 

Since we may expect singularities on the real v-axis, we have to deform the contour 
into imaginary part of the complex v-plane. Therefore we define 

v = Vi + jv" (5.28) 

In the area p > Po and '"YpP » 1 we have: 

K ('"Y p)ejwt = J 7r ejwt-,,/pP n p 2,,/pp , '"YpP » 1 

:::} Re( 'Yp) ~ 0, (5.29) 

{
attenuating wave 

:::} . 
propagatmg wave :::} Re('Yp) = 0 and Im('Yp) > O. 

vVhen we write out '"Yp we find 

We combine this with Eq. (5.29). Thus we find 

v" > 0 if VI > 0 
or 

v"<O if vl<O 

(5.30) 

'Yp real Ivl > ...rc; 
and 

'"Y p - imaginary Ivl < ...rc;.(5.31) 
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I Im(v) 

Figure 5.2: branch points, branch cuts and deformation contour. 

Graphically, this choice of branch cuts and integration contour may be represented as 
shown in Figure 5.2. With this choice, we now have a starting point for deforming the 
integration contour in the complex v-plane. Since the main interest of this thesis is the 
evaluation of the modal fields, we do not proceed with the evaluation of the radiated 
field represented by the integrals in Eq. (5.27). Instead, we first add the field scattered 
by a shielding. 

5.2 Excitation of a coaxial line 

The main difference between the infinite wire and the coaxial line is the the presence 
of the shielding, which is modelled as a perfectly conducting cylindrical screen. This 
implies that we can retain the expressions found in Eqs. (5.16), (5.17), (5.24) and 
(5.26), which account for the presence of the sources and the inner conductor. The 
values of the constants in these expressions, however, now need to be determined from 
the boundary conditions at P b instead of p -+ 00. 

5.2.1 Boundary conditions at the shielding 

In this section we use Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17). Now we apply the boundary conditions 
at p = b which are given by (3c) for E¢ and (3d) for iI¢. Beginning with the electric 
field we find 

CeUl1 (b; a) + jWjJ1(w)Ul1 (b; Po) 0 

C . I() Ull (b; Po) =* e -JWJ1, W , 
U l1 (bj a) 

(5.32) 

where U l1 (bj a) is the characteristic denominator. Substituting this result in Eq. (5.16) 
yields 

E¢ = jWJ1,J(w) { Uu(Po; b)Ul1 (p; a) a:::; P < Po 
Ull (b; a) Ul1 (Po; a)Un(p; b) Po < p < b, 

(5.33) 
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which can be rewritten as 

(5.34) 

We can do the same for H</> using the boundary condition (3d) 

op {p [Ch UlO (p; a) + jWEK(w)Un(p; Po)] }Ip=b 0 

C . K( )UOl(b;po) 
=} h = -JWE W , 

Uoo(b; a) 

(5.35) 

where Uoo(b; a) is the characteristic denominator. Substituting this is in Eq. (5.17) 
yields 

H</> = -jwEK(w) { UlO (Po; b)UlO(P; a) a ~ P < Po 
Uoo(b;a) UlO(pO;a)UlO(p;b) Po<p<b, 

(5.36) 

which can be rewritten as 

HA _ • K( )UlO(p<; a)UlO(p>; b) 
'" - -Jwe: w . 

Uoo(b;a) 
(5.37) 

Note that the expressions in Eqs. (5.34) and (5.37) have the same structure as their 
counterparts for the infinite wire, i.e., Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26). The main difference 
is that the function KI(rpp» is replaced by a linear combination of K1(rpp» and 
h(rpp» that meets the appropriate boundary conditions at p b. 

5.2.2 The modes 

The expressions (5.34) and (5.37) have different types poles in the complex v-plane. 
First the numerator may become singular for Tp 0, i.e. for v2 = Cr. For Tpi -+ 0 we 
find: 

_ x2 y2 
U 11 (x; y) -+ ---..:;.-

2xy 
- 1 
U lO (x; y) -+ --, 

TpiX 
Uoo(X; y) -+ In (£) . 

(5.38) 

This means that numerator in the expression for E</> remains bounded. For H</> we find 

1 

k5PPo(V JE;)(v JE;) In (~)' (5.39) 

This means that we have two poles of the order 1 at v ±~ for all w. 

Second, the denominators Uu(b; a) and Uoo(b; a) may have zeros. Setting these de
nominators equal to zero results in the characteristic equations 

Uoo(b; a) 0 = Ko(rpa)Io(rpb) 10 (rpa)Ko (rpb) , 

Ull (b;a) = 0 = K 1(rpa)h(Tpb) - II (rpa)Kl (rpb) , 
(5.40) 
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The solution of these equations must be determined numerically. 

In the program COAX_CEQ. FOR we first let a constant Z=1pa = ~ determine the function 
values, where Z assumes either real or imaginary values and starts at a very low value. 
Thus we fin!i the approximate solutions of the characteristic equations. With the 
subroutine ROOTRE we then determine the zero point more exactly. When we know 
these points, all possible combinations of ko and v are found immediately from the 
relation 

e 
Zp = ~p = 1pa = koavv~ - Cr => v; = k5:2 + Cr· (5.41) 

In COAX_CEQ. FOR the real-valued and imaginary-valued results are saved in different 
files and so are the different values for the slowness v. As was to be expected, only 
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Figure 5.3: Solution of the characteristic equation, with m 0, a = 12mm, b = 

17mm, and Cr = 2.86. Uoo(b; a): (a) real valued results, (b) imaginary valued results. 
U11 (b; a): (c) real valued results, (d) imaginary valued results. 

imaginary values were found for Z. This means that the maximum value of v equals 
Fr. In Figure 5.3, only the positive values of v are shown for Uoo(b; a). For each zero 
v = vp , there is a corresponding solution v -vp since the characteristic equation 
only depends on v2• The lateral dimensions of the cable and relative permittivity of 
the insulating dielectric are representative of actual high-voltage cables. Further, it 
should be remarked that, for critical values of ko w/cQ, each contour of Figure 5.3 
(a) and (c) is "connected" to a contour in Figure 5.3 (b) and (d) respectively. This 
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means that below a certain frequency a mode does not propagate and that below the 
first cut-off frequency there are no propagating modes at all. 

The interpretation of the poles found above is as follows. The zeros of Ul1 (b; a) are 
the poles of E</>; these poles correspond to field distributions with lIz =j:. 0, which are 
the so-called TE modes. Similarly, the zeros of U oo(b; a) correspond to the so-called 
TM modes. The additional pole in II</> corresponds to the TEM mode, which is the 
fundamental mode in any two-conductor waveguide. From the analysis given above, it 
follows that this mode may be interpreted as a special case of a TM mode. 

5.2.3 Contour deformation in complex v-plane 

From Sections 5.1.3 and 5.2.2, we know how to deform the contour of integration 
into the complex v-plane. The expressions (5.34) and (5.37) no longer contain branch 
cuts. This corresponds to the observation that the radiation condition at p ---+ 00 for 
the infinite wire does require a specific choice for the sign of lp, while the boundary 
conditions for E4> and II</> at p = b do not. Nevertheless, causality ensures that initially 
there exists a time interval where the fields are still represented by Eqs. (5.24) and 
(5.26). Therefore, the choice of lP made in connection with the expressions, and the 
corresponding choice of the integration contour in Figure 5.2 still remains convenient. 
This contour is supplemented by a semi-circular arc in the upper or lower half of the 
complex v-plane. Applying Cauchy's theorem and Jordan's lemma then results in the 
desired modal field representation. T.!!tis illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

/ _~fm(v) ! 

I ,<o~] 
\ ! -v41 

-va -1/1 -V2 -1/3 _------,...-( 

~;;,;,,;.,;;~~~~~;;,;,,;.,;;~;;rooli~~~--:;t;~it~i-r;t~----+> Re(v) 
;;1 1/4 I 

/ / 
, 1/5 

/ z>o 

Figure 5.4: poles and integration contour. 

In the application of Jordan's lemma, we must ensure that the factor of exp(-jwvzjco) 
in Eq. (5.27) decays exponentially when Ivl ---+ 00. This means that we must close in 
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the upper half plane when z < 0 and in the lower half plane when z > O. 

This leaves the evaluation of the residual contributions. First, we show that the residual 
contributions depend only on the magnitude of z, as could be expected from symmetry 
considerations. To this end) we assume that we have an expression F(v2 ) which is 
analytical in C except in the points v2 = v;, where we find a pole of order 1. This 
means that we can write 

G(v2 ) G(v2) 
-

v2 - v~ (v - vp)(v + vp)' 
(5.42) 

For the residue of this equation we find 

2 G(v;) 
Res F(v ) = -- and 
V=Vp 2vp 

(5.43) 

Looking at Figure 5.4 we notice that the integration contour for v = vp runs in the 
opposite direction as the contour for v -vp • This means that the residue for v = -vp 

is multiplied with -1 making both residues equal. For the complete integration contour 
we find 

z > 0 -+ v = vp 
z<O-+v= 

For a closed integration contour as defined in Figure 5.4 we may write 

( 

J I(v)dv + J I(v)dv 
-( C-

P 

-21fj L Res I(v). 
p=o 

When ( approaches infinity we use Jordan's lemma to obtain 

00 00 J I(v)dv = -21fj L Res I(v). 
P=o -00 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

For each pole in Figure 5.4 we define I(v) = g(l/)/h(v) with g(v) 0 and analytical 
in a finite environment of vPI h(vp) = 0 and h'(vp) =J O. This means that we have a 
pole of the order 1. According to [3J we may now write 

g(v) g(vp ) 

!i~~ h(v) = h'(vp)' 
(5.47) 

If I(v) is an even function which has two sets of denumerable poles as described above, 
we obtain 

00 J I(v)dv 
-00 

00 

-21fj L Res I(v) 
t/=vp 

p=o 

. ~ g(vp ) 

-21f) L..t h'ev )' 
p=O P 

(5.48) 

where the integration contour along the real v-axis must be understood as described 
in Section 5.1.3. 
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5.3 Modal contributions and temporal behavior 

To implement the general procedure described in Section 5.2, we need to evaluate 
the residual contributions and carry out the transformation from frequency to time 
domain. In this section, we describe each step in the procedure. 

5.3.1 The TEM mode 

The TEM mode is the easiest one to transform so we will use that one as an example 
of how the procedure works. We start with 

00 00 

1i¢(p, z, t) .!. Re J 2 w J iI¢(p, v, w )ejwt-jwvlzl/codvdw, 
1r 1rCo 

(5.49) 

o -00 

with 

A 1 
H¢ = -jwcK(w) . 

k5PPo(v - yIe;)(v + yIe;) In (~) 
(5.50) 

Determining the residue of the above expression yields 

A 1 
Res H¢ = -jwcK(w) 2 b • 

v=ftT koppo2y1e;ln (~) 
(5.51) 

Applying Cauchy's theorem to evaluate the v-integral results in 

(5.52) 

Now the integral over w is determined by inspection: 

(5.53) 

The same procedure be done followed for E p and E z. To that end we must determine 
the transforms of Ep and Ez . These expressions follow directly from Eq. (5.2b). We 
obtain 

E _ jvkr(w) 
P - koppo(v - yIe;)(v yIe;) In (£)' 

A a 
(5.54) 

Ez = o. 

As was to be expected, Ez indeed vanishes. This may be understood as a partial 
verification of the expression for iI¢. Transformation to the space-time domain results 
In 

Ep = 1 b K.(t _ yIe;/z/). 
2ppo In (~) Co 

(5.55) 
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5.3.2 The TE and TM modes 

For easy reference we write out the complete field here 

H = - 'k Y;.:; K(w)UlO (p<;a)UlO (p>;b) 
'" J 0 0 rl Uoo(bja) , 

E = _ 'k vK(w)UlO (p<; a)U1o(p>; b) 

E = 'k Z I(w)U l1 (p<; a)Ul1 (p>; b) 
¢ J 0 0 Ul1(b;a)' 

H = - 'k vI(w)Ull (P<i a)Ull (P>;b) 
p J 0 Uoo(b;a) , 

'YpK(w) { Uoo(p;a)UlO(po;b) Ez - -

p J a U (b' a) , 
- 11 ,_ (556) 

Hz = _ 'YpI(w) {UOl(pj a)Ull(po;b) , 
U oo(bj a) U oo(p; b)U 10 (Po; a), Un (b; a) U 01 (p; b)Ul1 (Po; a). 

As an example we consider the fundamental unknowns, E", and iI",. We begin with 
E",. Using Eq. (5.48) yields 

Since the poles come from the characteristic denominator, we obtain 

e", 
Res ==----'-
"="p U 11 (b; a) 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

Now we have to compute the derivative with respect to 1/ of Ull (b; a), where this 
function is given by 

(5.59) 

To obtain the complete derivative, we first take the derivative of all the individual 
terms. We start with the attenuation coefficient: 

811'Yp 811 ( J ka(1/2 - €r)) = k;:. (5.60) 

Knowing this derivative, we can easily find the derivative with respect to 1/ of the 
modified Bessel functions as is shown below 

[ ] 
k21/p 

-II ("tpp) + Io{"tpp) _0_, 
TpP Tp 

- [-Kl{"tPP) - Ko{"tpP)] 
TpP 'Yp 

(5.61) 

The derivative of U 11 (b; a) is now found by using the chain rule 

- k51/b- k51/a- 2k51/-
8I1U11 (b; a) = -Uo1(b; a) - -UlO(b; a) - -2 Ull (b; a). 

Tp Tp Tp 
(5.62) 

The last term on the right hand side vanishes since U l1 (b, a) 0 for 1/ = 1/p • Thus we 
find 

-00 
(5.63) 
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From Section 5.2.2 we know that Tpa = Ep which means that all Umn(Pl;P2) are inde
pendent of w. We also know that vp does depend on w. Thus we may write 

C' _ 1 R (~c Z Un(p<; a)Un(p>; b) JWc lew) jw(t-vplzl/co)d ) 
"'" - - e L..t c.,p 0 --e W . 

7f' -1 bUOl(b;a)-aUlO(bja) vpa 
p- 0 (5.64) 

Next we follow the same procedure as above for if",. Replacing E¢ in Eqs. (5.57) 
and (5.58) by if¢ tells us that we need to find the derivative with respect to v of the 
characteristic denominator of if¢. The characteristic denominator can be taken from 
Eq. (5.56): 

(5.65) 

Just like we did with U 11 (bj a), we first look at the individual derivatives before looking 
at the complete expression. We already have the derivative of Tp so we continue with 
those of the modified Bessel functions 

k6 vP 
-ll(rpP), 

'Yp 
k2vp 

--O-K1('Ypp). 
Tp 

The derivative of U 00 (b; a) is now found by using the chain rule 

- k6vb- k6 va-
ovUoo(b; a) = -UlO(b; a) + -UOl(b; a). 

Tp 'Yp 

Thus we find 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

From Section 5.2.2 we know that 'Ypa = Ep which means that all U nm(Pl; P2) are inde
pendent of w. We also know that vp does depend on w. Therefore we may write 

5.3.3 Evaluating the frequency integral for TE and TM modes 

We notice in Eqs. (5.64) and (5.69) that we have an infinite sum of residual contribu
tions when W -» 00. Looking at the spectrum of our excitation in Figure 2.5 we notice 
that it becomes very small for high values of w. On that basis we assume that the 
contribution of poles beyond a certain frequency WI can be neglected. This means that 
we have an approximate bandwidth of WI. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we use a modulated source 

F(t) J(t) cos(wet) J(t)! [eiwct e-iwct] 
F(w) = ! [few - we) + few we)] 

(5.70) 

where the bandwidth of J(t) equals WI with We » WI and with F(w) {K(¢», J(¢>)} 
and few) = {k(w),i(w)}. \Ve assume that for W > 0 few + we) can be ignored. We can 
write Iw wei ~ WI' Subsequently we assume w' = W - We. This means that W = w' +we 
which can be substituted in Eqs. (5.64) and (5.69). For the integrals over W this means 

" _ R (~~pZO Uu(P<; a)Un(p>; b) JWI i(w') i(w'+wc)(t-vplzl/eo)d ,) 
"'<I> - e L....J-- --e W • 

=121rabUOl(b;a)-aUlO(b;.a) lip (5.71) 
p -~ 

Now we define the following general integral 

WI 

9 = J G(w + w')f(w')eiw(t-to)dw'. (5.73) 

-WI 

In order to solve this integral we use the repeated trapezoidal rule [2), which is defined 
as: 

b 

J g(x)dx 
a 

with 

K-l Xk+1 

I: J g(x)dx, 
k=O Xk 

K-I 

I: !.6.x [g(Xk) + g(Xk+I)] RN(g), 
k=O 

.6.x [~g(a) - !g(b) + ~II.6.X g(xk)] + RN(f), 

Applying this to our integral yields: 

9 = !.6.w [G( -WI + wc)f( -wI)eiwI(t-tO)G(WI + We)f(wl)eiwl(t-tO)] 
K-l 

+.6.w I: G(Wk wc)f(wk)eiwk(t-to) 
k=1 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 

- !.6.weiWI(t-tO) [G( -WI + wc)f( -WI) + G(WI We)f(wl)e2jwl(t-to)] (5.76) 
K-l 

+.6.weiW1 (t-to) I: G(Wk + Wc)f(wk)eikAw(t-to) , 
k=l 
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with 

(5.77) 

If we choose K large enough we can neglect RN . Now the time is discretized. To this 
end we define 

t n~t and tn = n~t tOl with n {OJ 1, 2, 3, ...... }. (5.78) 

9 - ~~wejwltn [G( -WI + wc)f( -WI) + G(WI Wc)f(wI)e2jwltn] 
K-I 

+~wejwltn L G(Wk + Wc)f(Wk)cjkLlwtoejkpLlwLlt. (5.79) 

k=I 

To reduce the amount of calculations, we rewrite the above results as an FFT. The 
standard form of the FFT [7], is 

K-I 
1 "'"' ·kn2 9 = -- L..,.; 9k e'¥ 7f 

VK k=O 

To make our expression fit the requirements we assume 

K~w ~t = 211" =* ~t 

Applying this to Eq. (5.79) yields 

21!' 
K~w 

21!' 

(5.80) 

(5.81) 

9 ~~wejwlnLlt [G(-Wl +wc)f(-wl)ejwlto +G(WI +WC)f(wl)e-jWltoej~n27f] 

with 

K-I 
+~wejwlnLlt L G(Wk + wc)f(wk)cjwktoej 

K-l 
~~wejwlnLlt L 9k ej 

k=O 

k=I 

VK ~w ejwlnLltFFTn(9k), 

90 ~ [G( -WI + wc)f( -wl)ejwlto + G(WI + Wc)f(wI)e-jwltO] 

9k G(Wk + wc)f(wk)e-jwkto 

(5.82) 

(5.83) 

5.3.4 The electromagnetic field 

Applying the theory of the previous subsection to Eqs. (5.64) and (5.69) yields 

£</> = Re (t epZOWI Ull (P<; a)Ull (P>; b) ejWlnLltFFTn(9:bk)) (5.84) 
p=I1!'aVKbU01 (b;a) aUlO(b;a) 

Hcj> = Re (t epYOcrlWl U10(P<; a)UlO (p>; b) ejWlnLltFFTn(9;k)) (5.85) 
p=l 11"aVK aUoI (b;a)- bUlO(b;a) 
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(5.86) 

(5.87) 

(5.88) 

(5.89) 

with 

Gpe(w) k(wt), Ge(w) _ k(w') 
Z - (w+wc)vp 

Gph(W) = i(w') , Gh(W) _ i(w') 
Z - (w+wc)vp (5.90) 

a= {aifa<p<po b- {bifa<p<po 
b if Po < p < b ' a if Po < P < b 

5.3.5 Numerical results 

Programs have been written to compute the space-time domain results obtained in the 
previous section. There are three programs in total, one for the TEM mode, one for 
the TM modes and one for the TE modes. In this section we will first have a look at 
how the programs work. Subsequently, we present some results obtained with the aid 
of these programs. 

All programs, including COAX_CEQ. FOR from Section 5.2.2, use the same input file 
COAX. IN to make sure that the same user-defined parameters are used in all different 
programs. We will first have a closer look at the program for the TEM mode and then 
at the others. 

The TEM mode is computed in the program TEM. FOR. First, all the user-defined param
eters for the cable are loaded and the constants are determined. After the "constants" 
in front of the excitation in Eq. (5.53) have been determined, a section follows where 
the source, K(t - vrc;lzl/co), is computed. This is done as a function of t with a fixed 
value of z. Subsequently, K(t - vrc;lzl/co) is computed as a function of z with t as a 
constant which finishes the program. 

The programs TE_MODE. FOR and TM_MODE. FOR resemble each other a lot and are used 
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to compute the TE modes and the TM modes, respectively. First, all the user-defined 
parameters for the cable the are loaded and the constants are computed. Then the 
zeros of the characteristic denominators, as computed by COAX_CEQ. FOR, are loaded. 
Subsequently, using Eq. (5.41), we compute the values of ko where vp = O. Knowing 
these points, we place We exactly between the last two points of ko found, which assures 
us that we are looking at propagating modes. This restriction is not fundamental and 
non-propagating modes can also be computed with these programs. 

Next the p-independent "constant" is computed for F</> and Fz , multiplied by the p
dependent factor. Next, the travel time for each of the modes is computed. Then, for 
each of the three field components, the FFT is carried out. This gives us the space-time 
domain field components. This ends the program. 

The subroutine NU computes the value of vp for each wand Zp. The subroutine 
UU(R1,R2,U) computes Umn (R1,R2) , with m,n E {O,l}. The subroutines SOURCE1 
and SOURCE2 compute the source as defined in Chapter 2 as well as a Gaussian pulse. 

Now some results will be shown. First we use the "practical" configuration specified 
in Section 5.2.2. For easy reference, we repeat the configuration parameters: 

a = 12 * 1O-3m, 
Cr 2.86, 

Po = 16 * 1O-3m, 
72 1O-8s. 

(5.91) 

Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the results for p = 14 * 1O-3m and z = 0 m, Z = 8.8 m 

o 
tin s 

10-6 o 
Figure 5.5: Z Om, p 

tin s 
14 * 1O-3m. 

10-6 

and Z 17.6 m respectively. These values have been chosen such that the wavefront of 
the TEM mode arrives at :::::: 10-7 s for z = 17.6 m. In all cases the TE and TM modes 
have been marked with a number. It also becomes clear in all figures where z > 0 
that for 11i</>I, the fastest mode is always the TEM mode, followed by the TMo1 , TMo2 
and TMo3 modes. In the figures for 1£<1>1, the fastest one is the TEOl mode, followed 
by TEo2 and TEo3 modes. Having used different values for z, we can check if the wave 
speed of the fastest mode, the TEM mode, is more or less correct. If we use the speed 
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o 10-6 0 
t in s t in s 

10-6 

Figure 5.6: z = 8.8 m, p = 14 * 1O-3m. 

o 10-6 0 
t~s t~s 

Figure 5.7: z = 17.6 m, p = 14 * 10-3 m. 

10-6 

of light in the insulation as a basis, then we obtain 

zyff; 8.8v'2.86 -8 
ttravelled = --;;;;-- = 3 * 108 = 4.96 * 10 s (5.92) 

From Figure 5.6 we can see that this is correct. In Figure 5.7 this time should be 
doubled which proves to be correct. It can also be noticed that the TE en TM modes 
travel considerably slower and that this is mode dependent. The higher the mode 
number, the slower the wave velocity becomes. It is possible to compute the travel 
time of these modes. To this end, we must first compute the group velocity which is 
defined as 

1 1 c2 ~; Cr 
Vg 

0 --+- W =Wc 
ow(wv) 

- e 2 cr a2w2 c~' 
Ow( p W cr ) (5.93) Co -+-

a2 C~ 

::::? ttravelled 
Z 

Vg 
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This results in 

z 

Om 
8.8m 

17.6m 

Configurations with isotropic boundary conditions 

m=l m=2 m 3 

Os Os Os (5.94) 
5.18 * 1O-8s 6.05 * 1O-8s 9.64 * 1O-8s 
1.04 * 1O-7s 1.21 * 1O-7s 1.93 * 1O-7s 

Comparing these values with the results shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 shows that 
this is correct. 

If we want to verify whether the boundary conditions at the conductor surfaces are 
correct, we must look at P = a. This is done in Figure 5.8. It is clear that e", equals 
zero there while H", in both the TEM mode and the TE modes have normal that differ 
from zero. Next we move the source to the center of the cable at Po = (a + b)/2 = 

o 
tin s 

Figure 5.8: z 

10-6 

tin s 
17.6 m, p = a = 12 * 1O-3 m. 

o 10-6 

14.5 * 1O-3m. With this symmetrical excitation, the modes in the radial direction 
should behave more or less as shown in Figure 5.9. In order to check this we consider 
the field at p = Po, where, according to Figure 5.4, the modes 1 and 3 of H", and the 
mode 2 of e", should vanish. This is shown in Figure 5.10 where we indeed observe 
this phenomenon. 
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1-------'-<-----1 0 1----\------+---/ 0 I---+----I---_\__-I 

1'----------"1 0 /-------\-------j 0 I-----'r---f----; 

a b-
1 b-l a a b 

Figure 5.9: radial behavior of the first three TE and TM modes. 

1 

o 10-6 10-6 0 
tin s t in s 
Figure 5.10: z = 17.6 m, P = Po = 14.5 * 1O-3 m. 



Chapter 6 

Cable with a helical shielding: 
modes 

In this chapter, the cable with a helical shielding is considered. The treatment for this 
cable is broken up into two parts. In this chapter we start by considering the source-free 
case, for which only the modes occur as non-vanishing solutions of the electromagnetic 
field equations and the boundary conditions. We start directly from the solutions of 
the homogeneous equations that were derived in Chapter 3, and apply the boundary 
conditions that were formulated in Chapter 4. In Chapter 7, the excitation problem for 
a cable with a helical shielding will be described. There, we start from the expressions 
derived in Chapter 6, and apply the boundary conditions at the shielding. 

In the present chapter, the radiation condition at infinity is applied first. Apart from 
two normalizing constants, this results in expressions for the spectral fields in region 2. 
For the field in region 2, we distinguish between the intervals on the real v-axis where 
the radial wave number assumes real and imaginary values. For each case, we apply 
the remaining boundary conditions, Le., the ones at the interior conductor and at the 
shielding. We first obtain a general expression for the field in region 1 by applying the 
conditions at the inner conductor. By applying the boundary conditions at the helix, 
the electromagnetic fields in regions 1 and 2 are then coupled, and the characteristic 
equations are found. After the characteristic equations have been found, we will solve 
them for several different configuration parameters. 

6.1 Radiation conditions at infinity 

At infinity, we have to apply boundary conditions (la) and (lb), which we determined 
in Chapter 4. Since we are only interested in the propagating modes, we take v2 2:: 
I, which implies that 'Yp2 becomes real-valued and nonnegative. Furtl~er, we f?llow 
the "traditional" approach of considering the axial field components Ez and Hz as 
fundamental unknowns. For these components, the expressions found in Eqs. (3.13) 
and (3.26) are used. Thus we can write 

Ezdp, m, v, w) -'Y;2[CJm(;tp2P) DeKm(;tp2P)], 

HZ ;2(p, m, v, w) -'Y;2[Chlm( 'Yp2P) + DhKm( 'Yp2P)], 
(6.1) 
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In Appendix A.4, the expressions which are valid for the modified Bessel functions 
when P ~ 00 are found. 

(6.2) 

with x E R,+. It is now clear that Ce and Ch must be equal to zero if we want to apply 
the boundary conditions (Ia) and (Ib). The resulting equations for Ez ;2 and Hz ;2 are 

Ez;2(p, m, v, w) -';2Ae;2Km( ,p2P) , 

Hz;2(p, m, v,w) -';2Ah;2Km('p2P). 
(6.3) 

Except for the two constants, Ae;2 and Ah;2, the complete electromagnetic field has 
been determined for region 2. We will determine Ae;2 and Ah;2 when the boundary 
conditions at the helix are applied, i.e., when the regions 1 and 2 are coupled. 

6.2 The interval v 2 < Erl 

As remarked above, for the field in region 1 we distinguish between two cases. We first 
consider the situation where v2 < Cd, Le., where kpl is real-valued. This means that 
we can start from Eq. (3.27). 

6.2.1 Boundary conditions at the inner conductor 

The boundary conditions for the inner conductor, (2a) and (2b), are applied to Eq. 
(3.27). For easy reference, we repeat the equations for the axial field components here 

EZ;l(P, m, v, w) = k;l [CeJm(kpIP) + DeYm(kplP)]e-im1>, 

Hz;l(p, m, v,w) = k;dChJm(kpIP) + DhYm(kpIP)]e-im1>. 
(6.4) 

Beginning with boundary condition (2a), we notice that the EZ;l must equal zero at 
P = a for all 4>, Z, and w. This means that 

AeJm(kp1a) + BeYm(kp1a) 0, 

* Ae Ae;lYm(kp1 a), Be -Ae;lJm(kp1a) (6.5) 

* Umm(p; a) = Jm(kpIp)Ym(kpla) - Jm(kpla)Ym(kplP)' 

Having applied the boundary condition (2a), we continue with (2b) where we see that 
OpHZ;l (p, m, v, w) must equal zero at P = a for all <p, z, and w. Consequently 

AhkplJ:n(kpla) + BhkplY/n(kpla) = 0, 

* Ah Ah;lY~(kpla), Bh = -Ah;lJ:n(kp1a) (6.6) 
* Vmm(p; a) = Jm(kplp)Y~(kpla) - J:n(kpla)Ym(kplP), 
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where J:"(kpla) = 8kplpJm(kplP)!p=:a, and Y~(kpla) = 8kpIPYm(kplP)!p=:a' The resulting 
equations for EZ;2 and HZ;2 are 

Ez;l(p,m,v,w) = k~lAe;lUmm(p;a), 

Hz;l(P, m, v, w) = k;lAh;l Vmm(p; a). 
(6.7) 

We have applied both boundary conditions at the inner conductor. The electromag
netic field has been determined for the dielectric medium, except for two constants, 
Ae;l and Ah;l, which will be determined in the next section. 

6.2.2 Boundary conditions at the helix 

In this section we will couple the fields in regions 1 and 2. There are five boundary 
conditions of which four pertain to the electric field. However, as has been mentioned 
before, we only use three of them. Here the boundary conditions (4a), (4b), and (4d) 
will be used. With only three useful equations and four constants, we express three 
constants in terms of the fourth, Ae;l. The boundary condition (4d) is the easiest to 
apply and also creates a link between region 1 and 2, so we apply this condition first. 

EZ;l (p, m, v, w) = Ez;2(p, m, v, w), P = b, Vrp, Z, W 

(6.8) 

Next we apply the boundary condition (4a) 

E</>il(p,m,v,w) = tan(a)Ez;l(p,m,v,w), P b, Vrp,z,w 

_\m Ae;lUmm(b; a) + jWjhkpl Ah;l V~m(b; a) - tan(a)k;lAe;lUmm(b; a) 

jWjhkpIAh;lV~m(b;a) = [k~l tan(a) - kZb
m

] Ae;lUmm(b;a) 

kpl tan(a) - Umm(b; a)A 
Ah ' l e'1 

, JWjh V~m(b; a) " 

By substituting (1 = (krl tan a - k/./mb)' we find the following expression for Ah ' l 
~ , 

A 'Y; Umm(b; a) 
h;1 = J 0(1 V~m(b; a) Ae;l' (6.9) 

Exactly the same procedure can be followed for (4b). 

E</>;2(p,m,v,w)=-tan(a)Ez;2(p,m,v,w), p=b, Vrp,z,w 

==? kZb
m Ae;2Kmbp2 b) + jWW'/p2Ah;2 K:"bp2b) = tan(ah~2Ae;2Kmbp2b) 

IP2 tan(a) + Kmbp2b) 
==? A h ;2 = . K' ( b) A e;2. JWjh m Ip2 
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We substitute Eq. (6.8) in the above equation to express Ah;2 in terms of Ae;l' We also 
substitute (2 = ("/r2 tan D;' + vmb ). This results in 

"Yp2 

(6.10) 

We have applied the boundary conditions for the electric field and have only one 
unknown constant left, Ae;l. All other constants have been expressed in terms of Ae;l' 
In order to find the characteristic equation, we only need to apply (4e) 

_kzbm Ah;l Vmm(b; a) jWc1kp1Ae;lU:nm(b; a) + k;l Ah;l Vmm(b; a) tan(D;') = 

_kzt Ah;2Kmbp2b) - jWc21p2Ae;2K:nbp2b) - "/;2Ah;2Kmbp2b) tan(D;') 

=? [k;l tan(D;') - k~m] Ah;lVmm(b;a) - jwc1kp1Ae;lU:nm(b;a) = 

- [kzbm + 1;2 tan(D;')] A h;2K m(Tp2b) - jWC2"/p2Ae;2K:n(Tp2b) 

=? kpl {(lAh;lVmm(b;a) jYOCrlAe;lU:nm(b;a)} = 

-"/p2 {(2 A h;2 K m(Tp2b) + jYQcr2 Ae;2K :n( "/p2b)}. 

By substituting Eqs. (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10), we find the characteristic equation. 

Rewriting the above equations yields 

Characteristic equation: 

(6.11) 

6.2.3 The electromagnetic field 

We will use the following notations to decrease the length of the equations: 
fil = k;::p' fi2 and C = kokpIAe;lUmm(b; a). Thus we can write the electromag-
netic field as 

BZ;l (p, m, v, w) Ck Umm(p;a) 
rl U"'m(bja) , 

Bpjl (p, m, v, w) -jC (vU:"m(p;a) 
Umm(bja) 

fi ( Vmm(pja») 
1 1 Vr:...m (b;a) , (6.12) 

Hq,jl (p, m, v, W) 'Cr-; ( U:"",(pja) 
- J 0 Crl Umm(b;a) + fi ( Vmm(p;a») 

VII Vr:...m(b;a) , 

Hz ;1 (p, m, v, W) - 'CYr k (V"'Tn(p;a) 
J 0 rl 1 Vr:..."..(b;a) ' 

Hp;l (p, m, v, W) CYr (v( Vr:...",(p;a) 
o 1 Vr:...m(b;a) + fi Umm(p;a») 

Crl 1 Umm(b;a) , (6.13) 

(p, m, V,W) -C (' Vr:...m(p;a) 
1 Vr:...m(b;a) 

fi Um",,(p;a») 
v 1 Umm(b;a) , 
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Ez ;2(P, m, v, w) 

Ep;2(P, m, v, w) 

iI,/>;2(p, m, v, w) 

Hz;2(p, m, v, w) 

Hp;2(P, m, v, w) 

E,p;2(P, m, v,w) -

vm 
kpIb' 

and 
vm 

(2 = Ir2 tan a + --b' 
Ip2 
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(6.14) 

(6.15) 

Subsequently we consider the case that v 2 > Crl. This means that we must substitute 
Eq. (3.26) in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18) to obtain our field. 

6.3.1 Application conditions at the inner conductor 

We apply the boundary conditions for the inner conductor, (2a) and (2b) just like we 
did in Section 6.2.1. This results in 

with 

and 

EZ;l (p, m, v, w) = -';1 Ae;1 U mm (p; a), 

Hz;1(p, m, v, w) -1;lAh;l V mm(P; a). 
(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

where I:nCrpIa) = 8-YPlplmCrPlp)lp=a, and K:nCrpla) = 8-YPlpKmCrPlp)lp=a. Just like in 
Section 6.2.1, we have two unknown constants which will be determined when the fields 
in region 1 and 2 are coupled. 

6.3.2 Boundary conditions at the helix 

We can apply the boundary conditions at the helix in exactly the same manner as in 
Subsection 6.2.2. It must be noted, however, that there are subtle differences regarding 
the plus and minus signs. \Ve end up with the following equations for the constants 

2-
ITI Umm(b;a) A 
-2 K ( b) e;l, 
IT2 m Ip2 

(6.19) 
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'Ypi tan(a) 
Ah ' l = . 

, JWf..t 
(6.20) 

'Yp2 tan(a) + 
Ah '2 = . 

, JWj..t 

2 -
__ 'X, 'Yp1 Umm(b;a) A 
- J 0":,2 2 K' ( b) ei1 , 'Yp2 m 'Yp2 

(6.21) 

where (1 = (1'1'1 tan a and (2 
IpIP 

equation with same procedure. 
('Y1'2 tan a vm ). We also find the characteristic 

Ip2P 

Characteristic equation: 

6.3.3 The electromagnetic field 

'::1'2 K:nbpzb) 
"11'2 Kmbp2 b) 

The following notations will be used to decrease the length of the equations: 

(6.22) 

/31 = ~, /32 = ~, and C = kO'YplAe,!Umm(b; a). Thus we can write the electromag-IplP Ip2P , 
netic field as 

EZ;l (p, m, v, w) -C'Y Umm(p;a) 
1'1 Umm(b;a) 

Ep;1 (p, m, v, W) -jC /31(1 (6.23) 

H,p;l (p, m, /I, W) /1/31(1 

HZ;I (p, m, v, W) ·CX (Vmm(p;a) 
J O'Yrl 1 V:n", (b;a) 

Hp;l (p, m, v, W) -CYO [V(l ::,:nm (Pia) 
V"'''' (bia) 

/3 Umm(pja)] 
Erl 1 Umm(b;a) , (6.24) 

E</Ji 1 (p, m, /I, W) C [(1 V~m(p;a) 
V 17"10 (b;a) 

v/3 Umm(p;a)] 
1 Umm(b;a) , 

E Z;2 (p, m, V, W) C Km{-re.2P) 
- 1'1'1 Km {{p2 b) , 

E p;2(P, m, V, W) -jC'T! [V K:"{-rP2P) 
Ir2 K7n(~/p'lb) 

/3 ( Km({P2P)] 2 2Kin{{p2b) , (6.25) 

H</J;2(P, m, /I, W) -jCX ITI [c K:"{-rp2P) 
o Ir2 1'2 Km{-rp'lb) 

/3 ( Km({P2P)] 
V 2 2 Kin{-rp2 b} , 

H z ;2(p, m, V, W) ·CX (Km({P2P) 
J ol'rl 2 Kin {-rp2 b) , 

H p;2(p, m, V, W) - -CX Irl [/I( K:"{-rp2P) 
o 11'2 2 K:"{{p2 b) 

/3 Km{{e.2P)] 
c1'2 2 Km{{pzb) , (6.26) 

(p, m, V,W) C,r1 [(2 K:"({p2P) 
11'2 Kin (-rpzb) 

v/3 Km{-rP2P)] 
2 K",,("'!p2 b) , 

/1m vm 
(1 1'1'1 tan a + --b' and (2 = 1'1'2 tan a + --b' 

I'p1 I'p2 
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6.4 The characteristic equations 

In the previous two sections the characteristic equations have been determined for 
v2 < Crl and v2 > Crl' Both are repeated here for easy reference 

Vmm(b; a) 
krl V~m(b; a) 
v 2 > Crl : 

(6.27) 

-I 

Km(rp2b) Crl U mm(b; a) Cr2 K:n(rp2b) 
Ir2 K:n(rp2b) = Irl Umm(b; a) - Ir2 Km(rp2b)' 

In this section we will solve the characteristic equations. Before doing that however, 
we first create some sort of reference to check if the program is working all right. 
Therefore we will approach two points on the w-axis for m = O. We choose w ---+ 0 
and w ---+ 00 because the Bessel functions in the characteristic equations can easily be 
approximated here using the equations in Appendices A.3 and A.4. After the limiting 
cases have been worked out, the program is explained and the results are shown. 

6.4.1 Special limits for the program 

We use the equations given in Eq. (6.27) to determine the limiting cases for w ---+ 0 
and w ---+ 00. This is most easily carried out for the mode with m O. Taking this 
value in the characteristic equations, we find 

Cr2 Kh('P2 b) 

Ir2 KO('P2 b) 

Cr2 Kb(rp2 b) 
Ir2 Ko(rp2 b)' 

(6.28) 

Both equations represent the same equation, with the transition point at at Ir! = krl 

o ---+ v2 = Cr!. This means that we must obtain the same answer when determining 
the value for w ---+ 0 and w ---+ 00. 

Limiting case 1: w ---+ 0 

vVe will use the first equation of Eq. (6.28) to determine the value of v for w ---+ O. After 
substituting the approximations found in Appendix A.3 and multiplying the complete 
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equation with ko, we find 

(6.29) 

The term on the right-hand side is always negative because In(a/b) is negative. Since 
all other terms are positive, we will replace In(a/b) by In(b/a). This results in 

1/= { 
(b/a)2 1 } 

Cd 2(b/a)2 tan2(0:) In(b/a) + 1 . 
(6.30) 

for W --t O. In this equation we notice that all terms between the braces are positive. 

21.L:r~t=:==+::::t=j 
11-~~4-~~~--~~ 

00 ln 
4 

(a) 

t ~A----:----.-.-.f-------+------i 
V 

f...-..I--4- ... :.~ 

5f...-..1-~-~-~~~-~~~ 

(b) 

Figure 6.1: w --t 0: (a) 1/(0:) for Crl {I, 2.25, 4, 6.25, 16}, 
(b) I/(Cd) for 0: = {7l'/2, 7r/3, 7r/4, 7r/6, 7r/12}. 

This means that 1/ will be larger than y'4i and thus k;l is negative. Since b > a we 
may write 

(6.31) 

The same results are obtained when using the characteristic equation for 1/
2 > Crl, 

which is logical because both equations in Eq. (6.27) are in fact one and the same 
equation. 

Limiting case 2: w --t 00 

Having determined the behavior for small w, we will now have a look at what happens 
when W --t 00. We will use the second equation of Eq. (6.28) here. Substituting the 
approximations in Appendix AA results in 

2( ) { } Crl Cr 2 tan 0: I'rl + I'r2 = - +-. 
I'rl I'r2 

(6.32) 
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We want to express v in terms of Erl and Er 2' This means we have to handle the square 
roots in fri. This is achieved as follows 

(6.33) 

From here on it is only a matter of rewriting the above equation, which yields 

vsin(ex) = (6.34) 

for w ----7 00. We only want to have the results for v 2 JE;2. This means that we will 
replace the "±" sign by a "+" sign. In Figure 6.2 v is shown. When Er 2 equals 1, 

2 2 
1 1 

0 
11t a ~1t 0 !n ~1t 
(a) (b) 

2 
~ a~ 

t t v V 

5: 5 

2 2: 
: 

1 1 
0 01 2 1 2 4 10 16 4 10 16 

(c) erl~ (d) er1~ 

Figure 6.2: w ----7 00: (a) v(ex) for {I, 2.25, 4, 6.25, 16} and Cr2 1, 
(b) v(ex) for Erl = 4 and Er 2 {I, 2.25, 4, 6.25, 16}, 

(c) V(Crl) for Er2 = 1 and ex {7r/2, 7r/3, 7r/4, 7r/6, 7r/12}, 
(d) V(Erl) for Er2 = {I, 2.25, 4, 6.25, 16} and ex 7r/3. 
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in the figures 6.2a and 6.2c, the figures resemble figure 6.1 a lot but there some small 
differences. The differences become larger if larger values are chosen for Cr2. In the 
remainder of this rapport however, we will just restrict the computations to an Cr2 of 
L 

6.4.2 Numerical implementation 

In this subsection the operation of the programs for solving the characteristic equations 
is explained. Two programs have been written in in Fortran77, one for Cr2 ::::; v2 < Crl 

and one for v2 > cd, which corresponds with positive and negative values of k;l' 
respectively. Even though the programs have lots of resemblances, there are some 
differences too. We will begin with the program for v2 > Cd because it is a little 
easier. 

Program 1: v2 > Cd 

The program KR-NEG. FOR has been supplied with lots of comments but the general 
operation of the main program will be explained here. The characteristic equation we 
are trying to solve has three different kinds of variables, m, wand v. We cannot vary 
them all at the same time, so two of them are being kept constant while the third one 
changes. This is what happens in the three loops that can be found in the program. 
The main program begins with the opening of the first loop. 
Loop 1: m = mmin .. mmax. The main program will be run for each mode separately 
and the data obtained will be written to a different file for each m. 
Loop 2: W Wmin .. Wmax. All terms which only depend on wand m are defined here 
because they will become constants in the third loop. The function W can be set by the 
user of the program through the input parameters T, DT and TO. Because the computer 
cannot compute the value of a modified Bessel function at zero, which is the case when 
v ~,the first value of v is determined here. This initial value is very close to 
v ~. 
Loop 3: v = ~ .. x. The final value of v, x, is determined by the user. Now, the 
characteristic equation is computed. This will be done twice with v very close to 
Then our search begins for those points where the characteristic equation equals O. 
This is done by comparing the sign of the current value of the characteristic function 
(CEQX), with the sign of the previous value of the characteristic function (CEQY). 

If they are not the same, then the function has crossed O. Since it can be a pole or real 
zero point, we must now find out what this change of sign really means. This is done 
by comparing the absolute value at the previous point (CEQY) with the one before that 
(CEQZ). If the values decrease, a zero point has been found, if they increase a pole has 
been found. 

To make sure no mistake has been made, the absolute value of the next point of the 
characteristic equation will be compared with the current one. If this line increases a 
zero point has been found, otherwise it is a pole. Only if both checks confirm that we 
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Table 6.1: Limiting case values for eight different configurations 

configuration limiting cases 
crl a b a w =0 W ---+ 00 

mm mm v v 
1 6.25 10 20 60° 2.7161 2.5971 
2 6.25 12 17 60° 2.7840 2.5971 
3 6.25 5 25 60° 2.6213 2.5971 
4 16.00 10 20 60° 4.3457 4.1397 
5 2.25 10 20 60° 1.6297 1.5846 
6 6.25 10 20 15° 7.3038 7.4239 

:7 6.25 10 20 85° 2.5052 2.5001 
.8 2.86 12.5 17 78° 1.7194 1.6936 

are dealing with a zero point, the data is written to file. When choosing the step size 
for v special care must be taken that it is not chosen too large because otherwise zero 
crossings could be missed. 

Program 2: Cr2 ~ v2 < Cd The program KR-POS. FOR is basically the same as the 
previous one with a few exceptions. In the first place, the domain for v has been set 
from ~ to ~ and only the number of steps can be determined by the user. In the 
second place, there is no backup check to make sure that we are dealing with a zero 
point. In the third place, a sorting program has been placed behind the main program 
which sorts out the data which have been written to file. This means sorting out all 
the data that belongs to the different modes and saving the the data of each mode to a 
different file. This must be done to be able to create curves instead of series of points 
in programs like GNUPLOT. 

6.4.3 Results 

In this subsection we have taken eight different configurations for which we have solved 
the characteristic equation. For each of these configuration we also have computed the 
limiting values. The configurations and their limiting values for m = 0 are given in 
Table 6.1 for w = 0 and w ---+ 00. 

Now that the limiting values are known, we can run the programs. To facilitate 
the comparison between the different configurations, the same interval for ko has been 
chosen every time. The only exceptions are formed by the last two configurations, 
where nothing could be seen otherwise. Plot (a) is always for m = 0, plot (b) for 
m = 1, plot (c) for m = 2, and plot (d) a zoom of the region v ~ ,;E;l. In plot (d), 
two black horizontal lines can be seen. These are the limiting values given in Table 
6.1. vVe will take a look at our reference configuration first and then compare the other 
configurations with this one. 
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Figure 6.3: configuration 1: crl 6.25, a lOmm, b = 20mm, and 0:' 60°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m 1, (c) m 2, (d) m {O, 1, 2} for v ~ ~. 

We will first have a look at configuration 1 in Figure 6.3. When looking at 6.3( a), we 
notice at once that there is only one mode for v ~ ~, but that one will be discussed 
when we have a look at plot (d). If v < ~, we see that the first mode here has 
no cut-off frequency. Instead it runs to v 1 for w 0 rad S-I. This first mode also 
increases exponentially to v = which it will never reach. After the first mode, the 
other modes seem to exist in pairs that originate from the same point on the ko-axis. 
The starting point seems to be at ko 138 m- I . Subsequent starting points are found 
each 138 m- I . 

Looking at 6.3(b), we notice that this plot resembles the first one a lot. However, the 
first mode here has a cut-off frequency and continues straight through v ~. For 
m = 1 this is the only mode which does that while none did it for m = 0. All modes 
appear in pairs that originate at the same point and their starting points equal those 
for m 0, except for the first one. 
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Figure 6.4: configuration 2: Ed = 6.25, a 12mm, b 17mm, and a 60°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2, (d) m = {O, 1, 2} for v ?: yfE;i. 

The same story can be told for the third plot of figure 6.3. The one major difference, 
however, is that the pairs do not originate from the same point because the even
numbered modes simply seem to cross the line v = 1. This has not been investigated 
further because in that case k;2 would also become positive and that is not a situation 
which we will encounter. 

Figure 6.3( d) zooms in on the region where v is larger than yfE;i. To be able to verify 
our limiting case for w -+ 00, we also expanded the ko-axis considerably. It can clearly 
be seen that the limiting case values for m = 0 are indeed valid and that the program 
is probably correct. Having a closer look at the mode with m = 0, we notice that v 
first decreases before increasing again. This decrease means that group velocity must 
be negative and that information is carried towards the source, unless v is replaced 
by -v. This is allowed for m = ° only because then we only use v2 in our equations. 
It also poses no problem to the boundary conditions that lead to the characteristic 
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Figure 6.5: configuration 3: Crl 6.25, a = 5mm, b = 25mm, and a = 60°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2, (d) m = {O, 1, 2} for v 2: ~. 

equation, as long as m O. All waves propagate in the same direction again, but now 
the phase velocity becomes negative. This means that the wave fronts and the planes 
of constant phase move in opposite directions. A mode with this property is called a 
"backward wave mode" . 

We will compare our first configuration with the others. In configuration 2, Figure 
6.4, we changed the ratio between a and b by decreasing it by a factor of.;2. The 
most important change that can be observed is that the starting point of the dispersion 
curves increased to ko 276 m-I . Also the value at w = 0 rad S-l increased as can be 
seen in table 6.1. 

In configuration 3, Figure 6.5, the ratio between a and b was increased by a factor 2.5. 
Just like with configuration 2, the interval changed, and this time to ko = 68 m- I

. 

In configuration 4, Figure 6.6, Crl was increased to 16. Everything was scaled up by 
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Figure 6.6: configuration 4: Cd = 16.00, a = 10mm, b = 20mm, and a = 60°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2, (d) m = {O, 1, 2} for v ~ JErI. 

a factor 1.6 on the v-axis, with the exception of the behavior of v as w -+ 00. Other 
than that, the starting point of the curves changes again and this time to ko = 81 m-I. 

By decreasing Cd to 2.25, we get configuration 5, Figure 6.7. As should be expected, 
everything is scaled down and the starting values increase. What is noteworthy how
ever, is the over-shooting for m = 0 of the value for w = ° before going back. 

Decreasing the angle to 15° as has been done in configuration 6, Figure 6.8, causes 
only major changes for v ~ JErI. The starting points here stay the same. 

In configuration 7, Figure 6.9, the angle is increased to 85°. Again the only major 
changes are observed for v ~ JErI. Another change that was noticed while running 
the program was that the step size for v had to be increased considerably to find the 
zero points, and even then many of them were not found as can be seen in all four 
plots. 
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Figure 6.7: configuration 5: Crl = 2.25, a = 10mm, b = 20mm, and 0: = 60°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m 2, (d) m = {a, 1, 2} for 1I ;::: JErI. 

The last configuration, configuration 8, Figure 6.10, has all parameters from an exist
ing "XPLE-cable", which is used for high-voltage energy transportation. In the High 
Voltage Engineering and EMe Group at the faculty of Electrical Engineering at the 
Eindhoven University of Technology, measurements are being conducted for this cable. 
Looking at Figure 6.3 we can notice the added effects of a reduced ratio between a 

and b, and a lowered Crl. The starting points for the dispersion curves have become 
so large that we cannot even see the second pair of modes. What we can see clearly, 
however, is that the second mode for m 2 just seems to cross the bottom line. The 
increased 0: is less visible here but it is still present. 
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Figure 6.8: configuration 6: Cd = 6.25, a 10mm, b = 20mm, and a = 15°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2, (d) m = {O, 1, 2} for v ;:: ..;s;l. 
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Figure 6.9: configuration 7: €rl 6.25, a = 10mm, b = 20mm, and a = 85°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m 2, (d) m = {O, 1, 2} for v ~ ~. 
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Figure 6.10: configuration 8: Crl = 2.86, a = 12.5mm, b = 17mm, and a = 78°. 
(a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2, (d) m = {O, 1,2} for v ~ yfc;l. 



Chapter 7 

Cable with helical shielding: 
excitation 

Now that we have seen how the procedures work for a coaxial line, we will proceed 
with our actual problem, the cable with a helical shielding. We start with applying the 
boundary conditions at the helical shielding in Section 7.1. At that point we know how 
the field depends on source. We also know the characteristic equation from Chapter 
6. This means that we can start transforming our equations back to the space-time 
domain, which will be done in Section 7.2. 

7.1 Boundary conditions at the helical shielding 

In Section 5.1 we used two methods to determine the general equations for the field 
inside the cable. Here we continue with the results from the second method. For easy 
reference we repeat Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26). 

E
- _ B/Jn(p; a) - jW/-LI(w)Ul1 (p<; a)K1(rplP» 
4>1-

Kl(IPIa) 
- BhUlO (P; a) jw£K(w)U lO (p<; a)K1(rplP» 

H"'l KO(rpla) 

(7.1) 

From Chapter 6 we know what the expressions look like after the boundary conditions 
at infinity have been applied. These expressions are also repeated here 

E"'2 AeK 1(rp2P) 

H"'2 = AhK 1(rp2P) 
(7.2) 

When applying the boundary conditions at the helical shielding, we also need the 
z-components of the field. These are obtained by using Eq. (5.2). 

Ezl = I:IBhUOO(p; a) _ 1P1K(w) { Uoo(p; a)K1(JplPO) a::; P < Po 
JWc1Ko(Jpla) KO(JPla) -U lO(PO; a)KO(JpIP) Po < P < b 

Hzl = _ I~lBeU01(P; a) + 1P1I(w) { U01 (p; a)K1(JplPO) a::; P < Po (7.3) 
JW/-LK1(rpla) K1(Jpla) -U11 (Po; a)Ko(JPlP) Po < P < b 
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(7.4) 

7.1.1 The boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions at the helical shielding were derived in Section 4.4. In this 
subsection we will apply the conditions (4c), (4d), (4b), and (4e) in that order. We 
begin with the first three boundary conditions. Enforcing these conditions yields 

E¢tl = E¢t2 
:::} Be = AeKlbp2b)Klbpla) + jWf1,I(w)Un (po; a)Klbp1b) 

Un (b; a) 

Ezl Ez2 

(7.5) 

Ah Sl/p2 Kobp2b)Kobpla) + jwsIK(w)UlO(po; a)Kobp1b) (7.6) 

(b; a) 

E¢t2 = -tan(a)Ez2 

A -A jWS2 KI b p2 b) 
:::} h - e --;--"7"- -:----:-:--:-

tan(a)rp2 Kobp2 b) 
(7.7) 

By substituting Eq.(7.7) in Eq.(7.6) we express all constants in terms of A e , which we 
will use as the unknown constant for the last boundary condition. 

Ae----=-~- b p2 b)Ko(J'pla) + jwsIK(w)UlO(po; a)Kobp1b) 
Bh=-----~~----------~~---------------------

a) 
(7.8) 

Now we continue with boundary condition (4e). After that has been done, the whole 
electromagnetic field can be determined in the spatial-frequency domain. 

H¢tl + tan(a)Hz1 tan(a)Hz2 (7.9) 

Because of the large size of this expression, we first substitute Eqs. (7.5)-(7.8) in the 
components for the magnetic field given in Eqs. (7.1)-(7.4) 

AeK1(TP2 b) 
jWf1, tan(a) 

AeKlbp2b) 
jWf1, tan(a) 

AeKl (TP2 b) 
jw f1, tan( a) 

AeKlbp2 b) 
jWf1, tan(a) 

ki UlO(b; a) 
Tpl Uoo(b; a) 
k~ K1(TP2b) 

Tp2 Kobp2b) 

jwcIK(W) U lO (Po; a) 

Tp1b Uoo(b; a) (7.10) 

(7.11) 
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For the boundary condition this results in 

tan(o:) [jZo tan(o:)I(w) ~ (Po; a) _ crl K(w) U lO (po; a)] 
bK1(rp2b)q,(V, w) Un(b; a) "Yrl Uoo(b; a) (7.12) 

with 

q,(v, w) 

As was to be expected, we find the characteristic denominator l for m = O. To decrease 
the length of the equations, we define 

1*( ) - t ()I( )Ull(po; a) v, w - an 0: w () , 
U11 b; a 

K *( ) - Crl K( ) U lO (Po; a) v,w - - w . 
"Yrl Uoo(b;a) 

(7.13) 

\Ve first substitute these definitions in Eq.(7.12). That equation is then substituted in 
Eqs.(7.5), (7.7), and (7.8). 

Ae = _~l_tan(r,,)jZoJ*(v,w) K*(v,w) 
Kl u; bq,(v,w) 

(7.14) 

1 [ jZoI*(v,w) - K*(v,w) . - ~ 
Be = U (b' ) tan (a) bil>() K1('rpla) + JkoZoI(w)Ul1(po;a)Kl('rp1 b) 

11 ,a v,w 7.15) 

-Cr2 J*(lI,w) jYoK*(lI,w) 
Ko(rp2b) "Yr2 bq,(V,W) 

(7.16) 

B - erl [I*(V,W) + jYoK*(v,w)K () ( )- ( )K ( b)] 
h - O/'pla jkoYoK w UlQ po;a O/'pl 

Uoo(b; a) /'rlbiP(V,W) (7.17) 

7.1.2 The electromagnetic field 

Now it is just a matter of substituting these constants in Eqs.(7.1) and (7.3) to find 
the ¢-components of the electromagnetic field. 

E- - ()jZoJ*(v,w)-K*(v,w)U l1 (p;a) jkoZoI(w)U ( . )U ( 'b) 
</;1 - tan 0: + 11 P<, a 11 P>, 

bq,(lI, w) Un(b; a) Un(b; a) (7.18) 

(7.19) 

Eq.(6.22} and substitute m = 0 
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H- - J*(v,w) + jYoK*(v, w) [JlO(P; a) jkoYocrIK(W)U ( . )U ( 'b) 
¢I - crl b ( ) - 10 P<l a 10 P» 

lrl <I> v,w Uoo(b;a) Uoo(b;a) (7.20) 

if _ J*(v,w) jYoK*(v,w) K 1 (!p2P) 
¢2 - -C

r2 IrIb<I>(V,W) Kobp2b) (7.21) 

When looking at Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20), we notice that the second part on the right
hand side is identical to the field found in Eqs. (5.34) and (5.37). This means that if 
the first part on the right hand side is small compared to the second part, our cable 
will behave like a normal coaxial cable. 

From Chapter 6 we know the solution of the characteristic equation and thus where 
our poles are situated. However, in the case of a cable with a solid shielding we also 
found extra poles in addition to the ones generated by the characteristic equation (see 
Section 5.2.2). Also, it might appear from Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) that the zeros of 
Uoo(b; a) and Uu(b; a) also correspond to extra poles. Now we will check if we have 
any extra poles or not. First we rewrite the Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) as 

'k "V' K( ) [JlO(P<; a) [ kOEr1 [JlO(P>; a) - U ( . b)] 
J OIoEd w 2 ( ) () 10 P>, Uoo(b;a) Ip1b<I> v,w Uoo b;a 

Erl tan(a)l(w) [JlO(P; a)[Jn(Po; a) 
l'rlb<I>(V,W) Uoo(b;a)U 1l (b;a) 

(7.22) 

jkoZol(w) [Jll(P<; a) [ tan
2
(a) [Ju(P>; a) + (P>; b)] 

Uu(b; a) kob<I>(v, w) Uu(b; a) 
Erl tan(a)K(w) [Jll(P; a)[JlO(PO; a) 

Irlb<I>(v,w) Uoo(b; a)U ll (b; a) 
(7.23) 

First we will have a look what happens when lpi - O. Using Eq. (5.38) yields 

lim <I>(v, w) 
7pl-O 

(7.24) 

Substituting this in Eq. (7.22) makes the term between the brackets equal zero and 
reduces the term dependent on lew) to a constant. This means that there are no poles 
when Ipl equals zero and that the TEM mode does not exist. Now we have a look at 
what happens when the characteristic denominators of the cable with a solid shielding 
equal zero 

_ lim <I>(v,w)Uoo(b;a) = kOE~lUlo(b;a) 
Uoo(b;a)-O 7p 

_ lim <I>(v,w)Ull (b;a) = -tan2(ahrlUQ1(b;a) 
Un (b;a) ....... O 

(7.25) 

Substituting this in Eqs. (7.22) and (7.23) reduces the last terms on the right-hand 
side to constants. However, we still have a term Uoo(b; a) or Uu(b; a) remaining in the 
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first term on the right hand side of these equations. Therefore, we examine the terms 
between brackets a little better. After substituting Eq. (7.25) we find 

(7.22): [_1_ u\o(P> ;a) - U (p . b)l = Uoo(bja)lj,\o(p> ;b) 
'Yplb UlO(b;a) 10 >, Ulo(b;a) 

(7.23): -1 Ull(p>ja) _ U (p . b) = _ Ull(b;a)UlO(p>;b) 
'Yplb UOl(b;a) 11 >, UOl(b;a} 

(7.26) 

with 1/('Yp1 b) being a Wronskian. These terms cancel out the term we still had left 
which means that no poles are found when Uoo(b; a) and U11 (b; a) become zero. Now 
we can conclude safely that the only poles that we will find are those generated by the 
characteristic equation as we have determined in Chapter 6. 

7.2 Transformation to the space-time domain 

In this section, we describe a procedure by which Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) can be trans
formed back to the space-time domain. However, because of time limitations it was 
not possible to implement this procedure numerically within the scope of the present 
project. In order to do that we will use the following Fourier transformations 

1 00 

-Re J F(p, z, w)ejwtdw, 
11' 0 

F(p, z, t) 

F(p, z, w) = 2 w J F(p, v, w)e-jwvz/cOdv. 
11'Co_00 

(7.27) 

Basically, the same procedures as for a cable with a solid shielding can be followed, 
when determining these integrals, but there are some differences. The main reason for 
these differences is the fact that we have an open cable now, which means we do have 
branch points and branch cuts. In the following subsection we examine the influence 
of these branch points and branch cuts. 

7.2.1 Deformation of the integration contour 

In this section we examine where the branch points, branch cuts and poles can be 
found. We can make that very short because we only combine the knowledge that 
is already available from previous chapters. From Section 5.2 we know where we can 
find the branch points and branch cuts. Since we have an non-closed cable, we will 
indeed be troubled by the branch cuts. The locations of our poles have already been 
determined in Chapter 6. These locations depend on w. This all results in Figure 7.1 
where a part of the deformed integration contour can also be found. The deformation 
is complicated by the presence of the branch cuts and has to be investigated later. In 
this section we will concentrate on the poles found on the axis. 

7.2.2 Low-frequency results 

When looking at the results from Chapter 6, we notice that below a certain cut-off 
frequency, we only encounter two real-valued poles. When looking at the spectrum 
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Figure 7.1: poles and integration contour. 

of our excitation in Figure 2.5, we notice that its value becomes very small for high 
values of w. On that basis we assume that the contributions of poles beyond a certain 
frequency We can be neglected. Now we choose our excitation in such a way that We is 
smaller than the cut-off frequency of the third mode. We will look at large distance 
from the source which also means that all non-propagating modes will have damped 
out. This means that we can use the same procedures as in Section 5.3.2. 

It must be noted however, that there also is a radiation field generated by the branch 
cuts. We expect the radiation field to be there but lack of time has not allowed us to 
investigate this phenomenon in the scope of this project. 

Since all components of the electromagnetic field have the same characteristic denom
inator we define F j /iP(v, w) 

(7.28) 

Since the poles come from the characteristic denominator, we obtain 

Res Fe-jkovlzl 
V=Vp 

j j 
Res "'( ) = J:\ "'( ) Iv=vp, v=vp,*,v,W U v '*' v,W 

(7.29) 
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Now we have to compute the derivative with respect to v of <I> (v, go). To make this a 
little simpler, we split <I> (v, w) into four parts 

<I>(v, w) = 

Before starting to differentiate these four parts, we first take the derivatives of all 
components involved 

- k5v [- - 2 - ] oyUn(b; a) = - bUOI(b; a) - aUlO (b; a) + -Un(b; a) 
"(~I "(pI 

- kov [ - - ] OyUoo(b; a) = - bUlO(b; a) - aU01(b; a) 
"(~I 

- kov [- - 1 - ] OyUlO (b; a) = - bUoo(b; a) - aUn(b; a) - -UlO(b; a) 
"(~I "(pI 

- kov [- - 1 - 1 OyUoo(b; a) = - bUn(b; a) - aUoo(b; a) - -UoI(b; a) 
"(pI "(pI 

(7.31) 

By using the chain rule we can now find the derivatives of each of the four defined 
parts. After simplification we find 

The derivative with respect to v of <I> (v, w) has been determined now. When looking at 
the E¢ and H¢ in Eqs. (7.18) and (7.20) we notice that the last term on the right-hand 
side is independent of the characteristic denominator. Therefore, this term does not 
contribute to the residue. Thus we find 
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with oll<I>(lI,w)III=lIp = <I>;(w). Here we can also use Eqs. (5.82) and (5.83) to solve the 
frequency integrals. We can substitute WI = 0 and W2 = Wc which yields 

tan(a)wcR {~FFT ( e )} 
IJ{ e 0 n gt/>k , 

1ry n p=l 

-CrlWc {~ (h)} r;:;: Re 0 FFTn gt/>k l 

1ry K p=l 

(7.33) 

where 

(7.34) 

Now, the influence of the poles in the transformation to the space-time domain is known 
and can be implemented numerically. In order to complete the field, the radiated field 
must also be taken into account. However, the numerical implementation and the 
radiated field did not fall in the scope of this project because of time limitations. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions and recommendations 

A formulation of the excitation problem has been made and was successfully used on 
the coaxial cable with a solid shielding. First the modes, were determined for the 
case where the field is constant in the direction of cpo As was to be expected, we 
found the TEM, the TE and the TM modes. Then the electromagnetic field itself was 
determined, transformed back to the space-time domain and numerically evaluated. 

Subsequently, the modes were determined for the coaxial cable with a helical shielding. 
Contrary to what was described in the report of B.J.A.M. van Leersum [1], a quasi
TEM mode, which propagates at all frequencies, does exist. This difference originates 
in a sign error which changes the expression for the characteristic denominator derived 
in [1]. Next we placed a source in the configuration. Assuming that the bandwidth 
of the excitation is small compared to the lowest cut-off frequency, we determined the 
field for the two propagating, quasi-TEM, modes. 

For the future it might be interesting to step away from the ideal configuration which 
we have assumed now. This can be done by including the influence of the so called skin 
effect, by allowing losses in the dielectric medium in the insulation or by making the 
boundary condition at the helix less ideal. Also the air outside the cable can be replaced 
by another medium like sand or water. Another point that could be worthwhile looking 
into is what happens to the Poynting vector. 
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Appendix A 

Bessel functions 

In this appendix we will clarify the functions Umm(p; a), Vmm(p; a), U mm(P; a), V mm(P; a), 
and their derivatives. To do this we will use the standard rules which apply for Bessel 
functions. 

A.I Ordinary Bessel functions 

Since there are many derivatives of Bessel functions inside our functions, we first give 
the recurrence relations for such derivatives. 

(A.l) 

In order to enhance our insight in our functions, we present the curves of the Bessel 
functions and their derivatives for the first four orders in Figures A.l and A.2. 

1 

5 10 20 30 

Figure A.l: Bessel functions of the first kind: a) Jm(x), b) J:n(x). 

The topics of this paragraph however are the functions Umm(Pi a) and Vmm(Pi a), which 
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1 

0.2 
0~~~~4Y~~~~~ 

-0.2 

Figure A.2: Bessel Junctions oj the second kind: a) Ym(x), b) Y~(x). 

have been determined in Chapter 6 and 5 For easy reference they will be repeated here, 
beginning with Umm(p; a) 

For the derivative we can write 

U:nm(Pi a) = Ym(kpa)J:n(kpp) - Jm(kpa)Y~(kpp), 

Substituting Eq.(A.l) in the above equation yields 

U:nm(P; a) 

Ym(kpa) [k7pJm(kpp) - Jm+l(kpp)] 

-Jm(kpa) [k7pYm(kpp) - Ym+l(kpp)] 

-Ym(kpa) [k7pJm(kpp) Jm- 1 (kpp)] 

+Jm(kpa) [k7pYm(kpp) - Ym- 1(kpp)] 

k
m Umm(Pi a) Um+l,m(Pi a), pp 

- k7pUmm (p; a) + Um-1,m(Pi a), 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(AA) 

with Unm(p; a) = Ym(kpa)Jn(kpp) Jm(kpa)Yn(krp), and n E N. When comparing 
Eq.(AA) and Eq.(A.l), it can be noticed that the derivative of Umm(p; a) behaves in 
the same way as the derivative of an ordinary Bessel function. Now we take a look at 
Vmm(p;a): 

(A.5) 

The resemblance between Vmm(p; a) and U:nm(P; a) is considerable. This time however, 
the derivative is taken of the terms depending on a, with J:n(kpa) = J:n(kpp)lp=a and 
Y~(kpa) = Y~(kpP)lp==a. Combining this with Eq.(A.l) results in 

Vmrn(p; a) { 
kmaUmm(Pia) U=,m+1(pja), 

:. k';a Umm(Pi a) + Um,m-l (p; a). 
(A.6) 

For the derivative of Vmm(p; a) we find 

(A.7) 
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which can be reduced to 

V~m(P; a) { 
r;p Vmm(p; a) - Vm+1,m(P; a), 

k7p Vmm(p; a) + Vm-1,m(P; a), 

85 

(A.8) 

with Vnm(p; a) k
m Unm(p; a) - Unn(p; a), and n E {m-l, m+ l}. Just like Umm(p; a), 
pa 

Vmm(p; a) itself also behaves like an ordinary Bessel function. 

We will be working with the mode m = 0 very often, so our special functions are 
written out here for this specific mode. 

Uoo(p; a) - Yo(kpa)Jo(kpp) - Jo(kpa)Yo(kpp), 

U~o(p; a) -UlO(p; a) -[Yo(kpa)J1Ckpp) - Jo(kpa)YiCkpp)], 

Voo(p; a) -U01 (p; a) - -[Yi (kpa)Jo(kpp) - J1 (kpa)Yo(kpp)], 
(A.9) 

Vcio(p; a) Un(p; a) YiCkpa)J1Ckpp) - J1Ckpa)Yl(kpp). 

A.2 Modified Bessel functions 

The procedures which we have followed in the previous paragraph will also be used 
here. The only difference is that the ordinary Bessel functions are replaced by modified 
Bessel functions. For the derivatives of the modified Bessel functions we can write 

l' ( ) a I ( ) {7:~mlmCrpp) I m+1CrpP), 
m 'YpP = 7pP m 'YpP I ( ) I ( ) - 7pP m 'YpP + m-l 'YpP , 

K' ( ) = a K ( ) = { 77pKmCrpp) - Km+1("!pp), 
m 'YpP 7pP m 'YpP ('Ypp) K m- 1('Ypp). 

7pP 

(A.10) 

When we compare Eqs.(A.l) and (A.10) we notice that the expressions differ by a 
few plus and minus signs. This is the reason for some subtle differences between 
Umm(p; a) and U mm(P; a), and Vmm(p; a) and V mm(P; a). The curves of the modified 
Bessel functions are given in Figures A.3 and AA. 

10 

5 

11----
O~~-=~~~---------

2 5 

10 

5 

1 
O~~~~~~-································ 

2 5 

Figure A.3: modified Bessel functions of the first kind: a) Im(x), b) I:n(x). 
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Figure A.4: modified Bessel functions of the second kind: a) Km(x), b) K:n(x). 

vVe repeat the definition of U mm(P; a) as we have determined it in Eq.(6.17). 

Umm(p; a) = Km("tpa)Im('"'(pP) - Im("tpa)Km("tpP). (A.ll) 

Using Eq.(A.lO) for determining the derivative, we find 

-/ 

U mm(P; a) = Km("tpa)I:n("tpp) 1m ("tp a) K:n ("tpp) 

{ 
17p~~m(P; a? + Um+1m(p; ~), 
-"!ppUmm(p,a) Um-1m(p,a), 

(A.12) 

with Unm(p; a) Km("tpa)In("tpP) + 1m ("tpa)Kn("tpp) , and n E N. As suspected before, 
there are indeed differences between Eqs.(A.4) and (A.12) regarding the plus and minus 
signs. For V mm(P; a), which we have defined in Eq.(6.18), the same procedure is 
followed as for Vmm(p; a). This yields 

V mm(P; a) K:n("tpa)Im("tpP) - I:n("tpa)Km("tpP) 

_ {"!7a U mm(P; a) - U mm+1 (Pi a), 
- "!7aUmm(P; a) - Umm- 1(p; a). 

(A.13) 

For the derivative of V mm(P; a) we find 

V' (.) = { "!7p V mm(P; a) + V m+1m(P; a), 
mm p, a _ "!7p V mm(P; a) + V m-lm(P; a), 

(A.14) 

We will be working with the mode m = 0 very often, so our special functions are 
written out here for this specific mode. 

Uoo(p; a) - Ko("tpa)Io(,pp) - Io("tpa)Ko("tpp), 
-/ 

Uoo(p; a) UlO (p; a) Ko("tpa)Il('pP) + Io(,pa)Kl("tpp), 

Voo(p; a) (p;a) -[K1(,pa)Io(,pp) It(''tpa)Ko(''tpp)], (A.15) 
-/ 

-Uu(p; a) -[Kl("tpa)Il("tpp) - Il("tpa)Kl("tpp)]· Voo(p; a) -
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A.3 Special case: x -+ 0 

It will happen that x --+ 0 in the Bessel functions. The functions Ym(x) and Km(x) 
have a singularity at x = O. To be able to use these functions in our calculations, we 
will give some approximations here for x --+ 0, and m = 0, 1. For the ordinary Bessel 
functions we find: 

m=O Jo(x) --+ 1 - O(x2
) 

Yo(x) --+ ~ In(x) + O(x2 ln(x)) 

J1(x) --+ :: - O(x3 ) 

2 2 
Y1(x) --+ -;;; + O(x) 

m=l 

for x --+ o. When applying these approximations to Eq.(A.9) we find: 

Uoo(p; a) --+ ~ In(~), 

UlO(p; a) --+ ~ [kpPl~(kpa) + k~P] --+ 00, 

U, (p. a) --+ _£ [_1 + kpaln(k pp)] --+ 00 
01, 7r kpa 2 ' 

Uu(p;a) --+ _~ [p2~a2]. 

for kp --+ o. 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

The modified Bessel functions closely resemble the ordinary Bessel functions when x 
approaches 0: 

m=O Io(x) --+ 1 + O(x2
) 

Ko(x) --+ -In(x) + O(x2 ln(x)) 

X 
11(x) --+ 2" + O(x3

) 

(A.18) 
m=l 

K 1(x) --+ ~ + O(x) 

for x --+ o. When applying these approximations to Eq.(A.15) we find: 

(A.19) 

for 'Yp --+ o. 

A.4 Special case: x -+ 00 

It will happen that x --+ 00 in the Bessel functions. For large values of the argument, 
the Bessel functions can be approximated by asymptotic expressions. For the ordinary 
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Bessel functions we find: 

lm(x) -+ # cos (x ~ - m~) 
Ym(x) -+ #sin (x - ~ - m~) 

for x -+ 00. When applying these approximations to Umm(p; a) we find: 

Umm(Pi a) -+ sin[kp(p - a)], 

Um+!,m(Pi a) -+ 7fkp~ cos[kp(p - a)], 

Um,m+l(P; a) -+ 7fk;~ cos[kp(p - a)], 

for kpp -+ 00. For the modified Bessel functions we find: 

for x -+ 00. When applying these approximations to U mm(P; a) we find: 

Umm(p; a) 

Um +1,m(P; a) 

U m,m+! (p; a) 

for 'PP -+ 00. 

-+ [e'Yp(p-a) _ e-'Yp(p-a)] = _1_ sinh[, (p - a)] 
'Yp# p , 

-+ 21p~ [e'Yp(p-a) + e-1'p(p-a)] = 'YP~ cosh[Jp(p - a)], 

-+ _1 _ [e'Yp(p-a) + e-'Yp(p-a)] = cosh[, (p a)] 
2,,(1'# p , 

(A.20) 

(A.2l) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 



Appendix B 

Fortran Programs 

In this appendix, the programs that have been made and their uses are listed: 

1. KR-POS. FOR: computes the zeros of the characteristic denominators for 1/
2 < Crl 

as has been specified in Section 5.2. 

2. KR-POS. IN: the input file for the program KR-POS. FOR 

3. KR-NEG. FOR: computes the zeros of the characteristic denominators for 1/
2 > Crl 

as has been specified in Section 5.3. 

4. KR-NEG. IN: the input file for the program KR-NEG. FOR 

5. COAX_CEQ. FOR: computes the zeros of the characteristic denominators for a coax
ial cable as have been specified in Chapter 5. 

6. TEM. FOR: computes the time domain electromagnetic field of the TEM mode for 
a regular coaxial cable as has been specified in Chapter 5. 

7. TE_MODE. FOR: computes the time domain electromagnetic field of the TE mode 
for a regular coaxial cable as has been specified in Chapter 5. 

8. TM_MODE. FOR: computes the time domain electromagnetic field of the TM mode 
for a regular coaxial cable as has been specified in Chapter 5. 

9. COAX. IN: the input file for the programs COAX_CEQ. FOR, TEM. FOR, TE_MODE. FOR 
and TM_MODE. FOR. 
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